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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

The Job Information Lists are published four times during the academic year—in October, December, February, and April. All issues provide information about four-year colleges and universities; the February issue contains supplementary two-year college listings. The cost of a subscription in the U.S. and Canada is $30.00 and $40.00 outside the U.S. or Canada. The Lists are sent by first-class mail to subscribers in the U.S. and Canada, and by airmail to all other areas; they should be received shortly after the publication dates listed below. Please note, however, that these are projected dates only and are subject to change without notice.

- October issue: 16 October 1987
- December issue: 19 November 1987
- February issue: 12 February 1988
- April issue: 15 April 1988

Further inquiries should be directed to Roy Chustek, Coordinator, Job Information Service, 10 Astor Place, New York, NY 10003.
IN THIS ISSUE

The December issue includes descriptions of 497 definite or possible vacancies; 414 were reported at this time last year. Readers should note that departments are not encouraged to repeat notices. If a listing that appeared in the October issue is not readvertised, the reader should not assume that the position is no longer available. The only reliable guide to application is the deadline on the original notice or an updated announcement in this List. The current listings are broken down by language as follows: French, 77 definite, 18 possible; Spanish, 97 definite, 20 possible; German, 48 definite, 4 possible; Italian, 19 definite, 4 possible; General Romance, 12 definite, 1 possible; Slavic, 33 definite, 9 possible; combined language fields, 12 definite, 2 possible; and linguistics, comparative literature, and other language fields, 124 definite, 15 possible.

GUIDE FOR USING THE JOB INFORMATION LIST

U.S. and Canadian Departments (pp. 1-24)
The main body of the List, arranged in alphabetical order by state (and for Canada, by province), contains information on definite or possible vacancies, comments on notices published in past issues (e.g., that a previously announced position has been filled or a deadline extended), and notices from departments that expect no vacancies but would nevertheless like to keep resumes on file.

Read through this section item by item to see which departments would welcome your letter of application or inquiry at this time. Send letters only to departments expressing an interest in a person with your qualifications. If a notice states that no vacancies are expected but that the department would like to maintain a file of prospective candidates, you must decide in each case whether it is worthwhile to write.

Comparative Literature, Linguistics, ESL, Classics and Middle Eastern and Asian Languages Section (pp. 24-29)

Notices in these fields have been separated out from the main body of the issue and placed under the appropriate heading, with occasional cross-referencing to items in the main body of the List that might also be of interest. Candidates should read through pages 1-24 carefully, however, since the cross-referencing is not exhaustive. If your field is ESL/EFL or bilingual education, check both the Linguistics and ESL sections, and then read through the main body.

Additional Entries (pp. 30-33)
The "Additional Entries" section consists primarily of notices that arrived after the main body of the List went to press, but in time to be included in an appendix. The section also contains notices of nonacademic positions, overseas opportunities, fellowships and grants, as well as openings in private secondary schools, when such information is supplied.
The Annual Convention of the Modern Language Association will be held in San Francisco, 27-30 December 1987. The Job Information Center will be located in the Moscone Center, Ballroom G and H for both English and foreign languages. PLEASE NOTE THE NEW OPEN HOURS FOR THE CENTER. The following services will be provided:

(1) Interviewer's Sign-In Desk. Departmental administrators or representatives who plan to hold job interviews during the Convention, whether in their own hotel rooms or in the Interview Area of the Job Information Center, should sign in (name, institution, hotel, and room number) at the main desk in the Job Information Center so that candidates with whom they have been in correspondence regarding interviews will be able to locate them. Although an interviewer's name may appear in Who's Where, it is often impossible for candidates to get through the busy hotel switchboards for room information. A brief stop at the sign-in desk by a thoughtful interviewer can save much confusion and worry for a candidate who has received a letter saying "I want to interview you. Get in touch with me at the Convention." If supplied with a list of candidates with whom the department has scheduled interviews, the MLA staff will release room information only to these people. The Sign-In Desk will be open from 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m. on the 27th of December, from 9:00 to 6:00 p.m. on the 28th and 29th of December, and from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on the 30th. For the convenience of interviewers arriving after the 6:00 p.m. closing time on the 27th only, interviewing registration forms may be left at the MLA Information Center, Ballroom floor, San Francisco Hilton (not at the Job Information Center, which will be closed after 6:00 p.m.). The information provided will then be made available to candidates when the Job Center opens on the 28th at 9:00 a.m.

(2) Counseling Service. The Job Information Center Counseling Service affords job seekers the opportunity to discuss individual employment problems with experienced department administrators. While counselors cannot help candidates obtain interviews, they can and will offer objective, concrete advice on such matters as the appropriate content and presentation of vitae and letters of application, the kinds of institutions to which candidates might most profitably apply, and realistic approaches to job interviews. Counselors will be on hand at the Center to speak with interested candidates from 10:15 a.m. until 5:15 p.m. on the 28th and 29th of December. Appointments can be arranged through the staff member on duty in the Interview Area of the Job Center.

(3) Interview Areas. For the convenience of department representatives and candidates, there will be an interview area for English and foreign languages within the Job Center. Interviewers who wish to use this area should schedule their own interviews either by letter before the Convention or by leaving messages at the Message Center. Table assignments in the Interview Area, which will be open from 12:00 noon until 6:00 p.m. on the 27th, from 9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on the 28th and 29th, and from 9:00 a.m. until noon on the 30th, will be given to departmental representatives on a first come, first served basis. An MLA staff member will be on duty in the area to assist interviewers and candidates. No interviews that might last beyond the 6:00 p.m. closing time should be scheduled for the Interview Area.
Vacancy Notices. A list of job openings received too late to be included in the December Job Information List will be posted on bulletin boards in the Job Center. Departmental representatives who have last-minute vacancies should submit detailed descriptions of these to an MLA staff member in the Center, who will see that they are retyped on a large-type typewriter and posted on the boards. All such notices will also appear in the February Job Information List so that candidates who do not attend the Convention will have an opportunity to apply.

Message Centers. Open from 12:00 noon until 6:00 p.m. on the 27th, from 9:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. on the 28th and 29th, and from 9:00 a.m. until noon on the 30th, the Message Centers will help candidates and interviewers who have corresponded before the Convention to establish specific interview times and places. The Message Centers will not be useful to those who leave messages at random for persons who may not even be in attendance at the Convention. Such messages are not picked up and serve only to defeat the purpose of the Centers.

While every effort will be made to assist candidates and interviewers in the Job Information Center, it should be noted that the MLA does not have the facilities for introducing candidates and interviewers who have not corresponded prior to the Convention.

THERE IS VERY LITTLE OPEN INTERVIEWING AT THE CONVENTION. JOB CANDIDATES WHO DO NOT HAVE PREARRANGED INTERVIEWS SHOULD NOT PLAN TO ATTEND FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF SEEKING EMPLOYMENT.

Job candidates, departmental administrators, and representatives who wish to use the facilities of the Job Information Center must be registered for the Convention.
MEETINGS OF INTEREST TO JOB CANDIDATES AT THE MLA CONVENTION

Richard Irish Job Clinic. Saturday, 26 December, 4:00 p.m. Marin Room, San Francisco Hilton. Continues 27 December; concludes 28 December, 12:00 noon. Separate fee and registration required.

1. A Preconvention Workshop: The Job Search in English. Sunday, 27 December, 4:00-5:30 p.m., Continental 7 and 8, Hilton.

2. A Preconvention Workshop: The Job Search in Foreign Languages. Sunday, 27 December, 4:00-5:30 p.m., Barcelona II, Renaissance.

NOTICE ON TENURE POLICIES

The Modern Language Association recommends that department administrators and their representatives inform candidates before or during the interview about the prospects for tenure in the specific position under consideration and about the tenure policies and practices in their departments and institutions. If the information is not offered, candidates are urged to inquire about these policies.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF APPLICATIONS

Acting on a recommendation from the MLA Delegate Assembly, the MLA Executive Council has adopted a policy calling for departments to acknowledge all applications for announced positions either by letter or by self-addressed postcards provided by applicants.

STATEMENT ON PART-TIME FACULTY

The MLA Statement on the Use of Part-Time Faculty appears in the October issue of the Job Information Lists.
**ARIZONA**

**Arizona SU**
F  Assistant Professor of Spanish, tenure track position, beginning fall 1988.

**AMERICAN GRAD SCH OF INTL MANAGEMENT THUNDERBIRD CAM**
E  GERMAN: Assistant Professor, tenure-track appointment, effective fall 1988. Ph.D. preferred; native proficiency required. Appointment will teach all levels of German grammar and be responsible for developing interactive media applications. Strong commitment to teaching business German. Curriculum vitae and three recent letters of recommendation to Dr. Christa Heit, coordinator, German Section, 11/77.

**U of Arizona**
F  Please refer to the October list for our hiring plans for 1988-89.

**U of Arizona**
F  Tenure-track position, beginning August 1988. Ph.D. required, specialization in 19th century German literature; training in comparative literature and literary theory desirable. Native or near-native fluency in German; commitment to undergraduate and graduate teaching in language and literature; strong scholarly record expected. Apply, CV, transcripts and three recommendations by Dec. 1 to Dr. Peter A. J. Schulz, Head. 12/20/87.

**Northern Arizona U**
F  Native or near-native fluency in English and French; B.A. in French, Russian, or Chinese; beginning in fall 1988.

**ARKANSAS**

**Southern Arkansas U**
F  English & Foreign Languages, Magnolia, AR 71753
 Probable A.M. or Ph.D. position, beginning fall 1988. Positions available in the following language areas: French, German, Spanish. Course specialty open. Ability to teach lower-division courses desirable. M.A. interview by appointment only. Send letter, vita, and three references for information to Mr. S. A. B. C., Chair, English, and foreign languages.

**U of Arkansas**
F  Tenure-track positions in Spanish for 1987-88. Salary range $12,000-$14,000. Apply by December 10. Contact Dr. H. A. C., Chair, 11/29/87.

**U of California, Los Angeles**
F  Lecturers in French (2 positions). 1 year contract, with 1-year reappointment possible, after 4 years, renewable 3-year contracts possible. To teach language classes at all levels, assist in training and supervising of TA's. Required: N.A. (Ph.D. preferred). Demonstrated excellence in teaching, native or near-native fluency in French. Experience in language pedagogy desirable. Salary commensurate with experience. Send complete file by 12/10/87 to Patrick Coleman, Chair. 12/6/87.

**U of California, Los Angeles**
F  Lecturers in English, 1-year contract, beginning August 1988. Required: Ph.D. in English literature, English language, or related fields. Salary range $12,000-$16,000. A college English, American literature or comparative literature emphasis desirable. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to Frank E. Wells, Chair 12/10/87.

**U of California, Los Angeles**
F  Lecturers in Russian, 2 positions. Salary range $12,000-$16,000. A college English, American literature, or Russian literature emphasis desirable. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to Frank E. Wells, Chair. 12/10/87.

**U of California, Los Angeles**
F  Lecturers in German, 1 position. Salary range $12,000-$16,000. A college English, American literature, or German literature emphasis desirable. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to Frank E. Wells, Chair. 12/10/87.

**California State Univ, Fullerton**
F  Lecturers in English. Salary range $12,000-$16,000. A college English, American literature, or Russian literature emphasis desirable. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to Frank E. Wells, Chair. 12/10/87.

**California State Univ, Los Angeles**
F  Lecturers in linguistics. Salary range $12,000-$16,000. A college English or linguistics emphasis desirable. Send letter of application, curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to Frank E. Wells, Chair. 12/10/87.
1) Possible one-year visiting associate or full professor of French with specialization in literature of the 16th, 17th, 18th or 20th centuries. Preference for non-traditional approaches. Courses would include upper division courses in the field of specialization, introduction to literary analysis and theory, survey of French literature and one advanced language class. Distinguished teaching and publication record required.

2) Possible one- or two-year position as instructor or assistant professor of French to teach both upper and lower division language classes and an upper division course in field of specialization. We are particularly interested in offering innovative courses in cinema, civilization, postmodern literature, and theme or genre courses. Native or near-native proficiency and demonstrated teaching excellence required.

3) Possible one-year position as instructor or assistant professor of French for all levels of language teaching, including phonetics, translation, possibly civilization. Native or near-native proficiency and demonstrated teaching excellence required.

Salaries competitive. Send letter of application, c.v., and dossier (including three letters of recommendation) to Howard T. Young, Acting Chair, Mason 217, Pomona College, Claremont, CA 91711-3311. Selection of candidates to be interviewed at MLA based on applications received by December 10. Final application deadline for all positions is January 1, 1988. All applications will be acknowledged by letter. Pomona College is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer and encourages applications from minority candidates and women.

Soraya C. Spanish Claremont CA 91711

U of California, San Diego / Literature

We seek candidates for a permanent tenured position at the Full Professor level in French literature, effective July 1, 1988. The candidate appointed will be a member of the Department of Literature of the University of California, San Diego, and will play a crucial role in the consolidation of its French Section. Research and publications of the highest quality are required, reflecting interest and engagement in theoretical and historical issues that have been central in the field during the last decades. Ph.D. or equivalent required. Ability to teach literature in translation, preferably with experience in pedagogy, and a working knowledge of German, Italian, and Spanish is required. Applications are invited from all areas of contemporary modern French literature, including but not limited to literature, cultural studies, and film studies. Applicants with expertise in oral tradition and contemporary cinema are also encouraged. Applications are due January 15, 1988. Submit a complete dossier, including a letter of application, bibliography, and three letters of recommendation to: Department of Literature, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. Review of applications will begin December 1, 1987. University of California is an affirmative action-equal opportunity employer.

U of California, Irvine / French

Assistant Professor of French

Ph. D. in French literature, linguistics or related subject. The candidate is expected to teach at all levels of French language and literature, focusing on modern French literature and culture. Teaching experience and publications are essential. The appointment is for one year, starting Fall 1988. Salary: $23,620. Application deadline: December 15, 1987. Send resume and letters of recommendation to: Chair, French Department, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717.

U of California, Irvine / French & Italian

Ph.D. in French or Italian. Teaching: 2 semesters of lower and upper division courses in a related field. Salary: $23,620. Application deadline: December 15, 1987. Send resume and letters of recommendation to: Chair, French Department, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717.

University of California-Santa Barbara / Film Studies

Applications are invited for one-year appointments in the field of Film Studies, beginning Fall 1988. The successful candidate will be expected to teach undergraduate courses in film. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in Film Studies or a related field. The University of California, Santa Barbara, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer with a strong commitment to diversity. Applications are invited for one-year appointments in the field of Film Studies, beginning Fall 1988. The successful candidate will be expected to teach undergraduate courses in film. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in Film Studies or a related field. The University of California, Santa Barbara, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer with a strong commitment to diversity.

U of San Diego / Spanish

Specialist in Latin American Studies.

Teaching: 2 courses per semester; completion of a Ph.D. in Spanish or a related field is required. The University of San Diego is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

San Diego State University / German

Temporary Lecturer in German

Teaching: 4 courses per semester. The appointee must be a native German speaker. Course load: 4 courses per semester. Salary: $22,000. Application deadline: November 15. Review of applications will begin December 15. Send resume, letter of application, and three letters of recommendation to: Chair, German Department, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182.

San Diego State University / Russian

Temporary Lecturer in Russian

Teaching: 4 courses per semester. The appointee must be a native Russian speaker. Course load: 4 courses per semester. Salary: $22,000. Application deadline: November 15. Review of applications will begin December 15. Send resume, letter of application, and three letters of recommendation to: Chair, Russian Department, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182.

U of California, Santa Barbara / Humanities

Applicants are invited to apply for a year-long fellowship in the field of Film Studies, beginning Fall 1988. The successful applicant will be expected to teach undergraduate courses in film. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in Film Studies or a related field. The University of California, Santa Barbara, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer with a strong commitment to diversity.

U of California, San Diego / Literature

We seek candidates for a permanent tenured associate professorship at the Full Professor level in French literature, effective July 1, 1988. The candidate appointed will be a member of the Department of Literature of the University of California, San Diego, and will play a crucial role in the consolidation of its French Section. Research and publications of the highest quality are required, reflecting interest and engagement in theoretical and historical issues that have been central in the field during the last decades. Ph.D. or equivalent required. Ability to teach literature in translation, preferably with experience in pedagogy, and a working knowledge of German, Italian, and Spanish is required. Applications are invited from all areas of contemporary modern French literature, including but not limited to literature, cultural studies, and film studies. Applicants with expertise in oral tradition and contemporary cinema are also encouraged. Applications are due January 15, 1988. Submit a complete dossier, including a letter of application, bibliography, and three letters of recommendation to: Department of Literature, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. Review of applications will begin December 1, 1987. University of California is an affirmative action-equal opportunity employer.

U of California, Irvine / Music

Musician, composer, musicologist, teacher, and more. The University of California, Irvine, is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications are invited for a position in musicology, beginning July 1, 1988. The successful candidate will teach courses in musicology and related fields, including 20th-century musicology, contemporary composition, and popular music. Ph.D. in musicology or related field is required. Salary: $23,620. Application deadline: December 1, 1987. Send resume and letters of recommendation to: Chair, Department of Music, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717.
COLORADO

U of Denver
FOR LANGS & LIT
DENVER CO 80208

Spanish & Port
F
ASST PROFESSOR OF LATEIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Stanford U
Stad 260 Zm 282
Spanish & Port
F
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LATEIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
FRENCH & ITAL
BOULDER CO 80309

FRENCH & ITALIAN: Department of French and Italian, University of Colorado, Boulder. Candidates should be Ph.D. candidates by fall 1988. Send vita, research plans in research and teaching, and three letters of reference to: Mr. D. Patenaude, Chair, Department of French & Italian, 238 UCB, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0216. Deadline 31 Dec. 1987. All will be considered by 1 Jan. 1988.

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
Slavic Langs & Lit
F
Slavic & EASTERN EUROPEAN: Boulder, CO 80309

F

U of Colorado
Boettcher Bldg 279
Slavic Langs & Lit
Boulder CO 80309

F

U of Northern Colorado
FOR LANGS
F
ANTICIPATED position for 1988-89. Instructor/Ast. Prof. of French & German Languages. Teaching load: 12 credits. Ph.D. required. Salary: $16,500. Send letter of application to: Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO 80639.

U of Denver
FOR LANGS & LIT
DENVER CO 80208

Spanish & Port
F
ASST PROFESSOR OF LATEIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

Stanford U
Stad 260 Zm 282
Spanish & Port
F
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LATEIN AMERICAN LITERATURE

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
FRENCH & ITAL
BOULDER CO 80309

FRENCH & ITALIAN: Department of French and Italian, University of Colorado, Boulder. Candidates should be Ph.D. candidates by fall 1988. Send vita, research plans in research and teaching, and three letters of reference to: Mr. D. Patenaude, Chair, Department of French & Italian, 238 UCB, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0216. Deadline 31 Dec. 1987. All will be considered by 1 Jan. 1988.

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
Slavic Langs & Lit
Boulder CO 80309

F

U of Colorado
Boettcher Bldg 279
Slavic Langs & Lit
Boulder CO 80309

F

U of Northern Colorado
FOR LANGS
F
ANTICIPATED position for 1988-89. Instructor/Ast. Prof. of French & German Languages. Teaching load: 12 credits. Ph.D. required. Salary: $16,500. Send letter of application to: Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, CO 80639.

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
FRENCH & ITAL
BOULDER CO 80309

FRENCH & ITALIAN: Department of French and Italian, University of Colorado, Boulder. Candidates should be Ph.D. candidates by fall 1988. Send vita, research plans in research and teaching, and three letters of reference to: Mr. D. Patenaude, Chair, Department of French & Italian, 238 UCB, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0216. Deadline 31 Dec. 1987. All will be considered by 1 Jan. 1988.

U of Colorado
Campus Box 238
Slavic Langs & Lit
Boulder CO 80309

F

U of Colorado
Boettcher Bldg 279
Slavic Langs & Lit
Boulder CO 80309

F
FLORIDA

U of Florida SEE OCT JIL FOR ADDITIONAL 263 AES Building
GERMANIC & SLAVIC LANG & LIT
Gainesville, FL 32611
Full Professor of German. Area of specialization open. Outstanding publishing record essential. Candidates should be willing to teach undergraduate and graduate courses and participate in all aspects of a rapidly expanding department. Salary highly competitive.

U of Miami PO Box 248003
PO Box 4076
Coral Gables FL 33124

The finalists for the positions announced in the October List will be interviewed at the convention in December. They will be contacted shortly and asked to set up an interview with Dr. Michael Rappaport.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

George Washington U
New Lang & Lit
Washington DC 20052

Please see October JIL for available positions.

Georgetown U Sch of Langs & Linguistics
New Lang & Lit
Washington DC 20057


Catholic U of America
New Lang & Lit
Washington DC 20064

No change in announced opening in 19th and 20th century literature. Submit postcard for acknowledgement. Interviewing at MLA Convention. October 26, 1987

GEORGIA

Georgia SU

Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia: anticipated tenure-track position, Chairman, Department of Foreign Languages, a department of 77 professors and over 25 majors, offering BA, MA, PhD degrees and a Certificate in Translation/Interpretation with programs in traditional language, literature, and cultural studies, as well as coursework in Spanish language. Days of appointment: July 1, 1988 or as soon thereafter as possible. Appointment at the rank of Assistant Professor. Salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Qualifications: Leadership ability and distinguished record in both teaching and research; experience or demonstrated interest in applied language fields (communication, pedagogy, or translation/interpretation) as well as in language and literature. Administrative experience preferred. Submit dossier and at least three current letters of recommendation to Dr. W. G. H. January 15, 1988. Prearranged interviews will be conducted at the MLA.

Georgia State University, a unit of the University System of Georgia, is an equal educational and employment opportunity institution.
**Idaho**

**U of Idaho at Moscow**

F 1980 East-West Rd Moscow 463

European Lng & Litt. 86522

Chair, Enthusiastic in each of French, German, Russian and 17th Cen. Spanish for temporary 9 mos position pending position availability.

Begin Aug. 1988. Ph.D in Language & Literature, native or near-native fluency and successful teaching experience expected. Teach 3 courses and assist with assigned duties. MLA interviews.

Applications accepted until Dec. 11, 1987. Send letter, CV, dossier and teaching evaluations to Dr. J. Kitching, Chair, AA/EOE


---

**Illinois**

**Elmhurst C**

For Lang. Elmhurst IL 60126

F Assitant Prof. Prof. French, approved tenure track, beginning Fall 1988

Ph.D. or in German. Ability to teach advanced foreign language at elementary level, preferably Spanish. Experience in teaching German language, literature, and culture courses at all levels, evidence of excellence in teaching and a commitment to scholarly/ professional activities expected. 12-hour load (4 classes).

Send letter of application, statement to Dr. E. K. Cates, Chair, Foreign Languages, Box 8607, Idaho State Univ., Pocatello, ID 83209. Indicate availability for interview at MLA Conference in Dec. Applications will be acknowledged. (Position open until filled.) AA/EOE 10/19/87

---

**North Western U**

German Evanston IL 60201

F One year non-renewable Visiting Assistant Professor position beginning September 1988. Language courses beyond second year College German and Literature courses; specialization after 1945 preferred. Native or near native fluency in German required. Applications by Dec. 6 to Gerda von Molsnar, Chair, Department of German 10/12/87

---

**Hawaii**

**U of Hawaii at Manoa**

1980 East-West Rd., Honolulu 96822

Tenure-track position in Modern Languages and Literatures.

Ph.D. in Modern Languages and Literatures, native or near-native fluency in both English and another language. Evidence of teaching excellence and scholarly research essential. Complete fluency in English & German or other languages. Teach 3 courses and assist with assigned duties. MLA interviews.

Applications accepted until Dec. 15, 1987. Send letter, CV, dossier and teaching evaluations to Dr. K. Kiching, Chair, AA/EOE.


---

**U of Hawaii at Manoa**

1980 East-West Rd., Honolulu 96822

Tenure-track position in Modern Languages and Literatures.

Ph.D. in Modern Languages and Literatures, native or near-native fluency in both English and another language. Evidence of teaching excellence and scholarly research essential. Complete fluency in English & German or other languages. Teach 3 courses and assist with assigned duties. MLA interviews.

Applications accepted until Dec. 15, 1987. Send letter, CV, dossier and teaching evaluations to Dr. K. Kiching, Chair, AA/EOE.


---

**Loyola U of Chicago**

6525 S. Sheridan

Chicago IL 60636

F Tenure track openings beginning August 1988. Ph.D. or in German. Evidence of teaching excellence and scholarly research essential. Complete fluency in German & English. Teaching competence: German Lang., all levels; Culture & civ. 19th & 20th cent. Lit. Particular consideration given to those whose interests cut across traditional (national, gender, period) boundaries.

Assistant Professor of Spanish, Evidence of teaching excellence and scholarly research essential. Complete fluency in Spanish & English. Teaching competence: Spanish Lang., all levels: phonetics; stylistics; culture & civ. (Spanish hire is still pending budgetary approval.)

Send resume and 3 letters by November 25. Ann Baglian, Chair, 10/14/87

---
**Assistant Professor of Polish Language at Purdue University North Central, a regional campus of Purdue University.** Tenure-track position in Polish Language and Literature, teaching experience and familiarity with current methodology required. Sufficient preparation in the second language to teach first two years of undergraduate program. Knowledge of Spanish desirable. A modest research component is required. Applications and nominations must be postmarked by January 8, 1986. Starting date: August 1986. Salaries competitive; full benefits. For appointments, please contact Dr. Czeslaw M. Czerwinski, Academic Assistant Professor, Purdue University North Central, Westville, IN 46391. Applications are encouraged from women and minorities. *September 1, 1987.*

**Saint Mary's College**

**Dept. Modern Languages**

No vacancy. We will however accept resumes from applicants interested in part-time positions in French, German, and Spanish. Resumes will be kept on file. Please enclose a stamped self-addressed postcard for acknowledgement. Henry Perez, Chair

**Manchester C**

**Mod. Langs.**

No vacancy. We will however accept resumes from applicants interested in part-time positions in French, German, and Spanish. Resumes will be kept on file. Please enclose a stamped self-addressed postcard for acknowledgement. Henry Perez, Chair

**Southern Illinois U at Edwardsville**

We are presently reviewing all applications for the French position advertised in the October M.A. Information list. Candidates selected will be interviewed at the MLA Convention. Candidates selected will be interviewed at the MLA Convention. Applications, including vita, transcripts and at least three letters of reference, should be sent to Mr. Stanley Calns, President, Academic Affairs, Emory College, Richmond, VA 23274. Assistant Professor of French, Tenure-track position teaching undergraduate language and literature courses, including an off-campus course. Must have a Ph.D. applications acknowledged. Applications, including vita, transcripts and at least three letters of reference, should be sent to Mr. Stanley Calns, President, Academic Affairs, Emory College, Richmond, VA 23274.

**Hanover C**

**Languages**

Hanover is presently reviewing the possibility of creating a joint position in German and Spanish, or German and French, or German and medieval European history, especially in the Medieval, Renaissance and Reformation periods. It invites inquiries from qualified and interested persons in both areas. Applications, including vita, transcripts and at least three letters of reference, should be sent to Mr. Stanley Calns, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Emory College, Richmond, VA 23274. Assistant Professor of French, Tenure-track position teaching undergraduate language and literature courses, including an off-campus course. Must have a Ph.D. applications acknowledged. Applications, including vita, transcripts and at least three letters of reference, should be sent to Mr. Stanley Calns, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Emory College, Richmond, VA 23274. Applications are encouraged from women and minorities. *December 31, 1985.*

**Earlham C**

**Languages**

Spanish, Two positions at Assistant Professor level, beginning Fall 1986.

1) Tenure track. We are seeking a generalist to teach all levels of language, culture, and both Peninsular and Latin American literature. Demonstrated intensive language teaching experience desirable. Ability to teach basic French courses also desirable. Native or near-native proficiency. Preference given to candidates who received the Ph.D.

2) Sabbatical replacement for one year. Probable full-time (possible part-time) position for generally 9 months in the fall term. Native or near-native proficiency. Teaching experience desirable. Send letter of application and reference letters to Diane Winduski, Department of Languages, Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana 47374. More information available to qualified applicants on request. Applications are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U at Ballantine Hall 644**

**Germans**

Germans, German Studies, Bloomington, IN 47405

1) Assistant Professor of Modern German, tenure track, beginning Aug. 1988. Research and teaching in modern German literature, especially in the field of short stories. Applications, including vita, transcripts and at least three letters of recommendation, should be postmarked by January 15, 1986. Salaries competitive. Applications are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Summers U**

**Langs.**

Applications are invited for a position in the Language Arts Program. The position involves teaching language courses in the Modern Language Program. For applications and details, please contact Professor William F. L. Steward, Department of Modern Languages, Summerville College, Summerville, South Carolina 29483. *January 1, 1986.*

**Butler U**

**Modern Languages**

Director of Language Center, (i.e., computer, T.V., VCR, satellite) field, for the Butler University Language Center. The Language Center is a support facility for foreign language instruction. Responsibilities include scheduling and coordinating resources for classes, training graduate teaching assistants and student workers, and coordinating services for both undergraduate and graduate students. Applications are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**French and Italian Languages**

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*

**Indiana U**

**Vanderbilt Hall 642**

**French & Italian**

Bloomington, IN 47405

**Ph.D. trainee**

Russian, German, Italian, Spanish, French, Romance or Slavic Languages. Ph.D. trainee positions available in the areas of these languages. Applications and inquiries are encouraged from women and minorities. *January 15, 1986.*
IOWA

IOWA 98 300 Pearson Hall
Spanish L & Lit Assoc IA 50011
FRENCH: 3 Tenure-track positions, at entry-level Assistant 098
Professor, and possibly one position with rank open. All
positions require teaching experience and the Ph.D. in French,
native or near-native fluency in the language, and ability to
communicate effectively in English. Salary is negotiable.
Starting date: August 21, 1988. Candidates should be generalists
with a strong commitment to teaching in an undergraduate major
program; evidence of continuing development and productivity in a
scholarly area is expected. Area of research specialization is
open, but preference would be given to research programs in
17th, 18th, or 19th Century French literature, or in women's
studies. finalists and/or for research French is desirable for one position, but is not required.
Candidates should send complete dossier, including letters of
recommendation, to Professor Eugene M. Grinnell, Search Committee,
Department of Foreign Languages and Literature, 300 Pearson Hall,
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011. The Committee will not
consider incomplete dossiers. Final approval of all positions is
contingent upon funding. Deadline: November 21, 1987. Iowa
State is an AA/EO Employer. Women, minorities and members of
other protected groups are strongly encouraged to apply.

Grinnell C 098

KANSAS

Spanish: Central College, Pella, Iowa. Tenure track, beginning
September 1, 1988. Seven courses over three quarters. Courses at
all undergraduate levels include Peninsular and/or Latin American
literature. Preference given to applicants with a second
language. Department consists of 3 full-time members plus several
language assistants from Spain and Latin America. Special
experiences available to students include on-campus
language houses and off-campus residential programs in Mexico
and Spain. Excellence in teaching is essential. Ph.D. preferred
before appointment. Salary/Rank dependent on experience.
EO/AAE. Central College has extensive foreign-study programs.
It is affiliated with the Reformed Church in America. Submit
application, including C.V. and 3 letters of reference to
W. H. Roeser, Dean of the College, Central College, Pella,
Iowa 50119. Tel. (515) 638-5771. Review of applications begins

MorningSide C 098

U OF IOWA 50011
Spanish & Portuguese IOWA CITY IA 52242
Tenure-track assistant or associate professor in Hispanic
cinema. Prefer specialization in Latin American cinema but
specialization in Spanish cinema also welcome. Candidate
should possess background in contemporary theory and show
evidence of excellence in scholarship and teaching. Native
or near-native proficiency in Spanish and English required.
Proficiency in Portuguese desirable. Teaching load: 2
courses per semester at graduate and undergraduate levels,
noncredit. All levels (undergraduate). Near native
fluency, Overseas study desirable. Applications
accepted until position filled. John Bothen, Chair,

U OF IOWA 52242
French & Ital IOWA CITY IA 52242
F
At present, we hope to hire an assistant professor in
French in either Language/Methodology or cultural history.
Professor Jacques Bourgeois, Chair
October 20, 1987

U OF IOWA 226 Jessup Hall
Russian: IOWA CITY IA 52242
F
Assistant Professor of Russian. Full-time, tenure-track ap-
pointment, beginning late August 1988. Specialization in Linguistics or
literature, but must be able to teach advanced language and gradu-
ate-level courses in native-111 Russian. Prior teaching experience
with American students desirable. Send letter, C.V., and
three letters of reference by December 14 to be considered for
AATSEEL interview. Prof. Ray Farrar, Chair, Dept. of Russian.
AA/EO 10/30/87

U OF IOWA 50011
French & Italian IOWA CITY IA 52242
F
Spring 1988: Italien: Visiting Instr. or Asst. Prof. for one semester
app. to teach undergrad. courses in lang. and Renaissance lit.
Native or near-native fluency req'd. Screening will begin on 10 November 1987.

Full 1988. Under the auspices of a special recruitment program, we
have received authorization to fill one of the areas below with an
advanced candidate (3+ years past PhD) w/evidence of solid scholarly activity.
Italian, Asst. Prof. tenure track. Field of research
open. Interest in language, lit., civilization and geography development
at all levels. Expert in supervising multi-section courses desirable.

French: Asst. Prof., tenure track. Specialist in language methodolo-
y or linguistics to teach in research field and assist in one or more
of the following areas: advanced lang. instruction, civilization and
course coordination. Native or near-native fluency required. Send
letter of application with C.V. to: Dr. Jacques Bourgeois, Chair.

KANSAS

University of Kansas 3062 Vancer Spanish & Port Lawrence KS 66045
F
App. Prof. Latin American Span & Ital. Fall. M.F.A. required in area of special. widely
completed by Dec. 15, native or near-native fluency Span & Ital, commitment to productive
scholarship and teaching. Preference: Ph.D. completed, 1-3 yrs teaching exp in area of special, publ
in area of special, familiarity with recent research trends in field & recent critical approaches to it. Apply by letter, enclosing C.V., by 12/17/87 to Prof. R. L. Sprague. 09/88.
Salary $18,000. 725-67

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
SPANISH LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES, LAWRENCE, KS 66045-2174
Assistant Professor, tenure-track, to begin August 15,
1988. To teach historical and contemporary Russian linguistics,
Old Church Slavic, Old Russian, and comparative
Slavic linguistics. Required: Ph.D. with concentration in
Slavic linguistics by appointment date and a strong com-
mmon to Scholarly research and publication. Desired:
fluent command of Russian and English with the ability to
Teach in both languages; broad training in various linguistic
approaches; competence in several Slavic languages. Salary
Highly competitive. Send resume, three recommendations, and
sample(s) of publication to: Prof. Stephen J. Parker.

KANSAS Wesleyan U
Russellville State KS 67401
F
App. Prof. Foreign Language (esp. French & German) & English composition. Ph.D. & 3 yrs
experience preferred. Knowledge of Latin, Biblical Hebrew, Spanish or
other languages & ability to teach ESL could be assets. Enthusiasm for
intro. courses, promotion of language dept., humanities & mission of
the college. Kansas Wesleyan is a liberal-arts college of the United
Methodist Church. Send letter, C.V., and dossier with references to
Albert D. Kinslow, Academic Dean, Kansas Wesleyan, Salina KS 67401. Apply
by Dec. 7. Some interviews at MA meeting in S.F., some later.
KENTUCKY

Heres C For Langs Heres KY 40404
F Opening for Fall 1988 at the rank of Instructor/Assistant 907 Professor in French, ABD or Ph.D. Amenable to contract tenure possibility. Emphasis on general language and literature teaching, preferably with background in Spanish American literature. Native or near-native fluency required. Visa by December 10, 1987. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Jeannie Pianton, Chair.

CENTURY NEW Sts Lexington KY 40506
F Pending budgetary approval - Asst. Prof. of Russ. with 913 1/2 apt. in USF and Honors Program. Speciality: Russ. Medieval & 18th C. lit./culture with ability to relate these areas to Western European traditions. Tenure track in Russian. Ability to teach Russ. lang. courses at all levels & Ph.D. in Russ. required. Send CV & recommendations to Roger Anderson, Chairman.

LOUISIANA

Tulane U French & Ital New Orleans LA 70118
F Tenure-track Assistant Professorship in French subject to 1417 administrative approval. Beginning Fall '88. PhD. required. Seek 17th-century specialist with strong commitment to teaching of language as well as literature. Applications acknowledged by letter. Interviews at MLA. Send complete dossier by Dec. '87 to Elizabeth W. Poe, Chairman. Tulane is AA/EOE.

U of New Orleans For Langs New Orleans LA 70118
F French: 20th Century, Assistant Professor; Spanish: Medieval, Assistant Professor; Spanish: Golden Age, Assistant Professor; Spanish: Colonial, Assistant Professor; Spanish: Instructor. These positions require sufficient publications to qualify for graduate-level teaching. Jerry C. Nash, Chairman 10/12/87

Southeastern Louisiana U Box 719
For Langs Hammond LA 70489
F Hiring plans for 1988-89 still uncertain. However, we will accept resumes from applicants with qualifications in the areas of Spanish/German or Spanish/Italian to fill possible vacancies in August, 1988. All applications will be acknowledged. RD/AAS October 13, 1987 Carlo Di Nola, Head

LOUISIANA SU NSU Source Dr
For Langs Shreveport LA 71115
F Assistant Professor of Spanish Language, Literature, Civilizations—for August, 1988 (pending final budgetary approval). Tenure-Track. Ph.D. in Spanish (min. hand), native or near-native command, some university-level teaching experience, and serious interest in, commitment to, and evidence of scholarly enterprise essential. Ability to span full range of undergraduate Spanish curriculum. Capacity and willingness to instruct non-credit and/or introductory level courses in Japanese or Chinese desirable. Forward letter and complete Curriculum Vitae to: Prof. Richard L. Barnett, Chairman, Department of Foreign Languages, Louisiana State University—Shreveport, Shreveport, Louisiana 71115 Initial application deadline: January 31, 1988. EDWAME.

Maine

BOWDOIN C Romance Languages BRUNSWICK ME 04011
F For the position listed in October, we ask that dossiers be sent by 1 December.

John H. Turner, Chmn.

BOWDOIN C
For Langs Brunswick ME 04011
F Instructor of Assistant Professor. Sabbatic Replacement Fall Semester 1988. Poss. Extension through Spring Semester 1989. ABD or Ph.D. in Russian Language and Literature. Near fluency in both English and Russian. First and Second Year Russian (Fall 1988), Fourth Year Russian and Russian Literature in Translation (Spring 1989). Some language teaching experience required. Bowdoin College is EO through AA.

COLBY C
For Langs WATerville ME 04901
F Instructor/Assistant Professor of Russian: One-year replacement position in Russian language and literature with possibility of reappointment. Ph.D. preferred, ABD considered, native or near-native fluency, demonstrated superior teaching skills. May also be part-time teaching in Russian available. Send letter of interest, CV and complete dossier by December 10 to Professor Jean Bundy, Chair.

Colby is an AA/EEO and specifically encourages applications from minorities and women.
MASSACHUSETTS

Amherst C

**Box 2255**

**Amherst MA 01002**

F

tenure-track positions in French, preferably at the Assistant Professor level, beginning Fall 1986. Ph.D. or equivalent degree, native or near-native fluency required. Preferred fields of interest: Middle Ages and/or Renaissance. Outstanding research and teaching records expected. Send letter of application, CV, and three letters of recommendation to: Jay Caplan, Chair, Department of Romance Languages, Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002. Applications will be considered until the positions are filled. AEE/EOE. 10/1/87

Clark U

**For Lang & Lit**

**Worcester MA 01610**

F

tenure-track position for Assistant Professor of Spanish, beginning September 1987. Ph.D. required. Excellence in language teaching, strong interdisciplinary and/or cross-cultural interests. Send applications and vita before December 10. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. A/AE/EO. Michael Spangler, Chair. 10/22/87

U of Massachusetts

**418 Herter Hall**

**Spanish & Port**

**Amherst MA 01002**

F

Assistant Professor (1) at the rank of Assistant Professor in Spanish, Tenure Track, Ph.D., or AB.D. Degree in Hispanic linguistics or Foreign Language Education. To teach courses on Linguistics, Second Language Acquisition, and FL Teaching Methodology. Will be responsible for the direction of lower level language courses and the training and supervision of Teaching Assistants. Send dossier by 11/1/87 to Juan C. Zavala, Dept. Chair. The University of Massachusetts is an AA/EO Employer.

U of Massachusetts

**Herter Hall**

**Germanic Lang & Lit**

**Amherst MA 01002**

F

Senior Professor (1) or advanced Associate for modern German literature, preferably 19th and/or 20th century, with substantial publications and reputation in the field. Interdisciplinary interests desirable. For fall 1988. Applications with vita, list of publications, and names of three references should be sent by November 30 to: prof. Lawrence Ryan, Chair, Search Committee.

Hart C

**Spanish & Port**

**Northampton MA 01063**

F

Spanish and Portuguese, Instructor or Assistant Professor - Ph.D. or AB.D. Tenure Track. A generalist with emphasis on 20th C. Spanish American poetry, history, and drama. Knowledge of Caribbean Literature desirable. Native or near-native competence in Spanish. Demonstrated excellence in language teaching. Send dossier to Ernest Berendt Kelly, Chair, 144 Wright Hall. Smith College is an affirmative action employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

SMITH COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Smith College Department of French Language and Literature. Full-time one-year replacement at the Assistant Professor level for 1986-88; not tenure-track. Strong interest in Women’s Studies essential, ability to teach one course in Comparative Literature. An EEOA employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Send dossier to Department of French, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063. Preference given to dossiers received before December 10, 1987.

SMITH COLLEGE DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE

Pending final authorization: Assistant Professor of French Language and Literature, tenure-track, three year initial appointment beginning September 1988. Commitment to teaching language and literature at various levels essential. Candidate should have a specialization in literature and/or civilization in a period prior to 1700. Send resume and three letters of recommendation to: Department of French, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063. Preference given to dossiers received before December 10, 1987. Smith is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

Williams C

**German & Russian**

**Williamsport MA 01267**

F

We will gladly consider applications for appointments at the rank of associate professor for the position in Russian language and literature we announced in the October Job List. Deadline for applications for the position at this higher rank is December 7, 1987.

Bruce Kleffer, Chair, German & Russian, Watson Hall 10/23/87

Wellesley C

**French**

**Wellesley MA 02181**

F

Instructor or first year Asst. Prof. Tenure track. Theatre and language. Strong commitment to innovative language pedagogy. Native or near-native proficiency. EEOA employer. Minority candidates especially encouraged to apply. Send dossier to: Michael Berman, Chair.
Michigan

Central Michigan U
Lansing, MI 48906

**For Lansing**

**Alize C**

Spanish teacher; Ph.D. from Michigan State University. Teaching experience in Spanish and French.

Current position: Assistant Professor of Spanish, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858.

Salary: Competitive.

Contact: Dr. E. H. Fugate, Director of Foreign Languages, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858.


Kalamazoo C
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

**For Lansing**

**Sandra C**

Spanish language and literature.

Current position: Assistant Professor, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.

Salary: Competitive.

Contact: Dr. J. M. Fugate, Director of Foreign Languages, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.


Kalamazoo C
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

For Lansing

**Albie C**

Ph.D. in Spanish literature.

Contact: Dr. R. L. Eyre, Director of Foreign Languages, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.


Northern Michigan U
Marquette, MI 49855

**For Lansing**

**Proctor C**

Spanish language and literature.

Current position: Assistant Professor of Spanish, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855.

Salary: Competitive.

Contact: Dr. R. L. Proctor, Director of Foreign Languages, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855.


**Michigan SU**

Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458

For Lansing

**Sandra C**

Spanish language and literature.

Current position: Assistant Professor, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.

Salary: Competitive.

Contact: Dr. J. M. Fugate, Director of Foreign Languages, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.


Kalamazoo C
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

For Lansing

**Albie C**

Ph.D. in Spanish literature.

Contact: Dr. R. L. Eyre, Director of Foreign Languages, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49007.


Northern Michigan U
Marquette, MI 49855

**For Lansing**

**Proctor C**

Spanish language and literature.

Current position: Assistant Professor of Spanish, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855.

Salary: Competitive.

Contact: Dr. R. L. Proctor, Director of Foreign Languages, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855.

**MINNESOTA**

**St Olaf C**

Prof. James A. Dunlop, Chair

1878

We are screening applications for the tenure-track assistant professorship in Spanish which we advertised in the October issue. Although the deadline for those applications has now passed, we would welcome additional applications which we would file and consider should the initial search be unfruitful.

**Carleton C**

Russian

NORTHELM, MN 55057

Full-time position in Russian for 1988-89, possibly renewable. Native or near-native fluency in Russian and English and experience teaching undergraduate courses in language and literature. Ph.D. by date of appointment. Rank commensurate with degree and experience. Send letter, c.v., and dossier by Dec. 15 to: J. K. Shear, Dept. of German and Russian. AA/EOE

**Macalester C**

1600 Grand Av

German & Russian

St Paul MN 55105

1106

Pending administrative approval, Assistant Prof. of Russian, tenure track, Fall 1988, required: Ph.D., 20th cent. Russian and Soviet media. Please send three references, statement of teaching and research interests, and c.v. to: R. C. Macalester, Chair, Box 1104, St. Louis, MO 63130

**U of Minnesota at Minneapolis-St Paul**

French & Ital

Minneapolis MN 55455

10-13-87

TOM CONLEY, chair

Full-time position in French, preferably in 17th century literature (field open) or 18-20th century period or travel. Salary competitive. Must have strong record in publication, teaching and administration. Send letter of application, c.v. and names of 3 referees to Professor F.R. Alston, Chair, Search Committee, Department of French and Italian, University of Minnesota, 205 Folwell Hall, 1 Pleasant St SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455. AA/EOE. Deadline for application: 11-23-87.

**U of Minnesota at Duluth**

Humanities 455

(For Langs & Lit Duluth MN 55812)

1216

Candidates for the SPANISH position will be contacted this month for meeting times at the MLA convention in San Francisco.

The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity educator and employer and specifically invites and encourages applications from women and minorities.

**St John's U**

Bow Langs & Lit

Collegeville MN 55321

1224

The 2-year replacement position in German with specialization in modern literature will be open by the time the letter is released. Ph.D. required, salary competitive. Send letter of application, c.v., and 3 letters of recommendation to: Prof. E. M. Olin, Chair, Department of Languages and Literature, St. John's University, Collegeville, MN 55321.

**C of St Benedict**

Modern Languages

St Joseph MN 56374

Please see October JFL for three available positions. Applications must be received by December 10, 1987, to be guaranteed consideration.

**Moorhead SU**

Languages Moorhead MN 56560

1170


**MISSOURI**

**U of Missouri**

7001 Natural Bridge Rd

St Louis MO 63121

1340

NO VACANCIES. Vities from part-time instructors in the St. Louis area for French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish for the department. Applicanl Pool are welcome and will be acknowledged.

October 9, 1987

Albert J. Camigliano, Chairman

**Washington U**

Box 1104

St. Louis, MO 63130

1347

German

Professor Russian language and literature, tenure track, Fall 1988. Teach Russian at all levels and Russian literature and culture in translation. Ph.D. in Russian and/or comparative Russian and Slavic culture required. Salary competitive. Send letter with c.v. and name of 3 references to: Professor J. P. Troster, Chair, Department of Russian, Box 1060, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130. Qualifed and minority candidates are encouraged to apply.

**Southeast Missouri SU**

900 Normal Av

For Langs Cape Girardeau MO 63701

1350

German/Spanish, Tenure Track, begins 8/88. Target level instructor/Assistant Professor. Qualifications: Priority to earned doctorate in German, ability to teach beginning/intermediate Spanish, teaching experience at the university level. Candidates will be expected to demonstrate native or near-native fluency in German. Ph.D. in German. Rank commensurate with experience and salary competitive. Send letter with c.v. and name of 3 references to: Professor J. P. Troster, Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701. The University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

**U of Missouri**

409 KH, 5100 Redfield Rd

For Langs & Lit Kansas City MO 64110

1354

Assistant Professor of French, tenure track, beginning late August 1988. Required: Ph.D., native or near-native fluency, college teaching experience, evidence of scholarly promise. Specialisation open but other than 19th/20th century preferred. Teaching to include all levels. Send letter and dossier to: Dr. Marvig Haasen, Chair.

Assistant Professor of German, tenure track, beginning late August 1988. Required: Ph.D., native or near-native fluency, college teaching experience, evidence of scholarly promise. Specialisation open but 18th century, Classical, or drama preferred. Teaching to include all undergraduates levels. Please include in your application a teaching statement and management of language laboratory highly desirable. Send letter and dossier to: Dr. Patricia Brody.

Applications accepted until position is filled. Interviews held at MLA meeting. AA/EOE 10/22/87
NEW HAMPSHIRE

U of New Hampshire  Work 102
Dartmouth C 315 Dartmouth Hll
French & Itll
Durham NH  03824
R

Two positions in French. Rank open. Strong commitment to
Literature. Tenure-track, beginning 1/99, open to
Applicants. Though not required, preferred. Ph.D. in
French, and experience in courses beyond the Basic
sequence. Applicants should have a committee to
undertake teaching and feel comfortable working
within a program with an active production component.
Deadline: February 15, 1998. Send CV and cover letter to:
Professor Kenneth R. King, Dept. of Modern Languages,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824. UHN is an AA/EO Employer.

MONTANA

C of Great Falls
Humanities Div
Great Falls MT 59045

One position in French. Rank open. Strong commitment to
Literature and Theater. Beginning 1/89. Ph.D. in French preferred. Applicant

NEBRASKA

U of Nebraska 111 Old Father Hall
Lincoln NE 68588


NEVADA

U of Nevada 4505 Maryland Pkwy
For Las Vegas NV 89154


NEW JERSEY

Montclair SC
French Upper Montclair NJ 07043


NEW MEXICO

U of New Mexico  Work 102
French & Itll
Las Cruces NM 88003

F
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BARNARD COLLEGE

Tenured position in Women's Studies. Director of Women's Studies Program, teaching in Women's Studies and departmental specialization. Field of specialization open. Send two copies of curriculum vitae, and an article or book chapter, to Helene Foley, Chair of Search Committee, c/o Women's Studies Program, 203 Barnard Hall, Barnard, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10027. The Women's Studies Committee is deeply committed to the principles of affirmative action/equal opportunity in hiring processes. The closing date for the submission of applications is December 1st, 1987.

COLUMBIA U 319 Hamilton Hall 2 POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Germanic Lang & Lit New York NY 10027

Fall 1988 opening: Associate Professor with tenure in German literature for a scholar-teachers with a solid publishing record and exceptional promise. Areas flexible (from 1750 to modern), with interest in literary theory and proven ability in teaching graduates and undergraduates. Native or near-native fluency in German and English. SEE OCT JUL FOR ASST PROF POST; DEADLINE FOR ASST. PROF. IS 1/1/

Barnard C 006 W 120 ST

French

New York NY 10027

P


50C/AAE

Fordham U Spellman Hall

Mod Langs Bronx NY 10458

F

In French, pending authorization, we have a tenure track opening beginning Fall '88 for an Asst or Assoc Professor to teach graduate and undergraduate courses in 19th century literature. No ABD's considered. Teaching experience and significant publications expected. 50C/AAE. Send dossier to Dr. Craig B. Brush, Chairman, Modern Language Department. 10 October 1987

6213

BROOKLYN C, CUNY/BEDFORD AV & AV H

MOD LANGS & LITS BROOKLYN NY 11210

October 29, 1987

PROFESSOR ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPANISH, tenure track Fall 1988. Ph.D., native or near-native fluency in Spanish and English required. Training in Applied Linguistics, methods and techniques of language teaching, including use of language lab, video materials, and CALL, desirable. Charles G. Hill, Chairperson

Probable Assistant Professor tenure-track position in Russian Language and Literature. Fall 1988. Ph.D., native or near-native fluency in Russian and English required. Training in Applied Linguistics, methods and techniques of language teaching, including use of language lab, video materials, and CALL, desirable. Charles G. Hill, Chairperson

Probable Assistant Professor tenure-track position in Russian Language and Literature. Fall 1988. Ph.D., native or near-native fluency in Russian and English required. Training in Applied Linguistics, methods and techniques of language teaching, including use of language lab, video materials, and CALL, desirable. Charles G. Hill, Chairperson

Program serves both American and Russian students. Appointee must develop curriculum and work with other departments.

Charles G. Hill, Chairperson

Yeshiva U

Cmp Lit & Lang

New York NY 11550

10/15/87

E

Assistant Professor of German language and literature. Beginning Fall 1988. Full-time tenure track appointment. Ph.D. required. Position involves teaching all levels of German and literature in translation. Salary commensurate with experience. 50C/AAE. Please send resume to Prof. Helene Waymack, Chair, 322 Cahkins

Polytechnic U RT 110

Humanities Farmingdale NY 11735

E We are continuing to accept applications for part-time and/or full-time positions in the spring in our college composition, basic writing, introduction to literature, technical writing, and public speaking. Applicants should possess the MA and reside on Long Island within commuting distance of the campus. Send letter and resume to Prof. S.K. Marks, Humanities, Polytechnic, RT. 110, Farmingdale, NY 11735.

Candidates will be contacted by phone for an interview. 10-20-87

SU of New York 302 Germanic Slavic Langs Stony Brook NY 11794

New position anticipated for Fall '88 pending funding. Assistant Professor in Russian with native or near native fluency in Russian, a preferred research emphasis in Russian literature, and an additional specialization in another Slavic language, its literature and culture. Salary competitive. Please send complete dossier to Prof. Edward Czarsinski, Chair. Candidates will be interviewed at NATUML Meeting. SUNY Stony Brook is an AA/AD Employer.

SU of New York 905 W 120 ST

French

New York NY 10027

F Attending Professor of French, The Department of French & Italian invites candidates for a Full-time tenure track position. Ph.D. required. Native or near-native fluency. Speciality in language instruction & teaching methods, language laboratory and/or computer-assisted instruction preferred. 50C/AAE. Send letter stating qualifications together with CV and supporting materials to: Prof. Mark Whitney, Chairman, Dept. of F R & ITL, SUNY at C. 10/7/87. Too Assistant Professor of French: The Dept. of French & Italian invites candidates for a Full-time tenure track position. Ph.D. required. Native or near-native fluency. Competency in Medieval literature and one or more of the following: Linguistics, inter-disciplinary Humanities, History of the Language. 50C/AAE. Send letter stating qualifications together with CV and supporting materials to: Prof. Mark Whitney, Chairman, Dept. of F R & ITL, SUNY at C.

SU of New York 1140 Washington Slavic Lang & Lit Albany NY 12222

E POSSIBILITY OF 1 OR 2 Yr replacement openings for 1988-89 subject to funding. Areas of specialization: East and South Russian; Slavic language translation; Russian literature and culture at undergraduate and graduate levels. Rank: Lecturer or Assistant Professor. Preference given to native or near-native fluency. Candidates should send letter and CV to Henry Bars, Chair Slavic Department. SUNY, Albany, NY 12222.

Union C

Mod Langs Schenectady NY 12308

F We continue to welcome applications for the positions announced in October. Candidates initiating applications after December 1 should have dossiers forwarded. Helen M. McKenney, Chair. October 20, 1987

Bard College

DIVISION OF LANG. & LIT.

Annandale-on-Hudson NY 12504

Possible openings for beginning Asst. Professors in:

1. French language and culture.
2. Russian language and culture.

Send letter and vita to Mark Lambert, Chair.

Vassar C

Sleep Studies Poughkeepsie NY 12601

F one-year appointment as Visiting Instructor (MA) or Assistant Professor (PhD) in Spanish. Proven experience, dynamism in language instruction. Please send letter and vita by December 15, 1987 to Prof. Patricio Kemworthy, Chair, Hispanic Studies.

10/15/87

Vassar C

Ital Poughkeepsie NY 12601

F Visiting Prof. or Inst. Italian. Two year contract, Fall 1988. Ph.D. or ABD. Ability to teach all levels of language and literature. Native or near native fluency and teaching experience required. Send 3 letters of recommendation by December 16 to John Aherin, Chair, Dept. of Italian, Box 207, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601.

10/15/87

SU of New York 302 Germanic Slavic Langs Stony Brook NY 11794

F Assistant of French, The Department of French & Italian invites candidates for a Full-time tenure track position. Ph.D. required. Native or near-native fluency. Speciality in language instruction & teaching methods, language laboratory and/or computer-assisted instruction preferred. 50C/AAE. Send letter stating qualifications together with CV and supporting materials to: Prof. Mark Whitney, Chairman, Dept. of F R & ITL, SUNY at C. 10/7/87. Too Assistant Professor of French: The Dept. of French & Italian invites candidates for a Full-time tenure track position. Ph.D. required. Native or near-native fluency. Competency in Medieval literature and one or more of the following: Linguistics, inter-disciplinary Humanities, History of the Language. 50C/AAE. Send letter stating qualifications together with CV and supporting materials to: Prof. Mark Whitney, Chairman, Dept. of F R & ITL, SUNY at C.
Vanessa C
F
French Poughkeepsie NY 12601

For Spring semester 1987–88, one-semester replacement position to teach three intermediate-level language courses. Beginning 1983–84, two-tenure-track positions at Inst. of Arts, Bard, B. rank, depending on qualifications. Ph.D. in French or Francophone studies desired for one of the positions. Please send letter and CV to Christine Renfro, Chair, by first week of December. AA/EOE.

Skidmore C
F
Lange & Lit Saratoga Springs NY 12866

Assistant Professor of German (tenure-track) with Ph.D. beginning 1987. September 1987, temporary assignment. Reappointment with demonstrable excellence in teaching language and literature at all levels to undergraduates and scholarly promise. Specialization in Linguistics. Second language desirable. Reappointed November 30, 1987. Forward C/V and request letters of recommendation be sent to: Giuseppe Faustini, Chair. Skidmore College is an AA/EO employer. Academy appointment (possibility of becoming tenure-track) for an Assistant Professor of Spanish, with Ph.D., beginning September 1987. Native or near-native fluency and strong commitment to teaching language courses at all levels. Specialization in Applied Linguistics or a second Romance language desirable. Deadline: November 30, 1987. Forward C/V and request letters of recommendation be sent to Giuseppe Faustini, Chair. Skidmore College is an AA/EOE employer.

SUC of New York
For Lange & Lit Plattsburgh NY 12901


Syracuse U

1st & 2nd
Syracuse NY 13244

Assistant Professor of French to supervise language program at Syracuse University’s Center in Florence. One-year appointment, renewable, non-tenure track. Ph.D. in hand. Native or near-native fluency. Minimum three years professional teaching experience in Italy; preferred background in applied linguistics (Italian) or foreign language methodology. Send C/V to Prof. Augustus Pallotta, Dept. of Foreign Languages. AA/EOE October 26, 1987.

Hastings C

German & Slavic Languages and Literatures

Columbia NY 10027

Applications for our one-year leave replacement position in German were due by November 15. We will soon be contacting those individuals whom we would like to interview at MLA. We thank you for your support.

Joseph T. Walley
Acting Chair

Clarkson U

Lib Studies Potsdam NY 13676

566

Faculty of Liberal Studies has 2 opening; entry level, tenure track positions for Fall 88. Assistant Professor of Romance or, if qualified, Instructor.

1. European literature/Cultural History Position for an individual prepared to offer elective courses in Creative writing and 19th and 20th century European literature.

2. Visual Arts Position in the history of the visual arts/architecture. Preference given to candidates with ability to demonstrate the relationships between the arts and the literature of their national origin or to relate the arts to cultural contexts of the communities in which they emerged.

For both positions, 2 yr. teaching load per semester, of which are in two semester courses, as required by the Chair. The courses are co-taught with other art departments at the university.

Applications deadline is January 15, 1988. Send resume and detailed letter indicating how previous teaching may meet the needs suggested above. For European Lit. position, send application to Prof. J. Richman, European Lit. Search, Faculty of Liberal Studies, for Visual Arts position, send application to Prof. J. Bickel, Arts Search Data, Faculty of Liberal Studies. Clarkson is an AA/EOE employer. October 25, 1987.

SU of New York at Binghamton
SEE OCT JIL FOR ANOTHER POST
For Lange & Lit Binghamton NY 13901

Spanish: Associate or Full Professor to chair department (French, Italian, Spanish). Substantial teaching and publishing record required. Administrative experience desirable. Native or near-native fluency expected. Specialization open, though Spanish desirable. Salary comm. Applications accepted until December 1, 1987. Send resume and references to: Prof. Bernard G., Spanish/Lit., Chair Search Comm. c/o Dept. of English. AA/EOE Employer.

Spanish: one-year visiting appointment, Assistant Professor, to teach courses for native-speakers as well as other language and literature courses. Possible areas of interest: Latin American literature, and/or linguistics. Native or near-native fluency. Salary comm. Applications accepted until December 1, 1987. Send resume and references to: Prof. Bernard G., Spanish/Lit., Chair Search Comm. c/o Dept. of English. AA/EOE Employer.

SUC of New York
For Lange & Lit Gannon NY 14454

Position anticipated for 1988–89, pending budget approval. Instructor/Assistant Professor. Tenure Track. Ph.D./Ph.D. candidate. To teach Spanish language and literature courses including methodology. Knowledge of second language preferred. Supervision of student teachers. All applications will be acknowledged. Send letter, C/V, and dossier by May 1, 1988 to Prof. B. Richie Van Winkle, Dept. of Foreign Languages, St. Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure, NY 14778.

St Bonaventure U Box 17
Med Langs St Bonaventure NY 14778

Assistant Professor of French, beginning late August 1988. Tenure track. Ph.D. required. Commitment to teaching. Salary competitive. Residence will be kept on file. Enclose postcard for acknowledgment. Dr. Paul Wold, Chair, Box 80, St. Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure, NY 14778.

U of Rochester

301 Dewey Hall
For Lange & Lit & Linguistics Rochester NY 14627

Second Language Acquisition: Rank open, tenure-track position, fall 1988. Appointment with Graduate School of Education and Human Development. Candidates should have a commitment to research and the education of doctoral students and M.A. students in joint program.

Applications welcome from specialists in foreign languages and/or linguistics with theoretical interests compatible with the Graduate School’s focus on the study of educational institutions. Send letter and c/o to: Language Search Committee, Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics, Dewey Hall, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627. Deadline is January 15, 1988. The University of Rochester is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer.

NORTH CAROLINA

Wake Forest U Box 7353

Exempt, non-tenure-eligible position in A.D. Communication, beginning Fall 1988 pending approval of funding. Strong research/publishing record in modern poetry, literary theory, and/or cultural studies desirable. Ph.D. essential. Native or near-native fluency. Qualified minority candidates especially encouraged to apply. First consideration to documents received by December 1, 1987.

CORNELL U SEE OCT JIL FOR OTHER POSTS

ROMANCE STUDIES 309 DAY HTY, ITHACA NY 14853

1 tenure or tenured-track position in Romance languages, beginning Fall 1988 pending approval of funding. Strong research/publishing record in modern poetry, literary theory, and/or cultural studies desirable. Ph.D. essential. Native or near-native fluency. Qualified minority candidates especially encouraged to apply. First consideration to documents received by December 1, 1987.

NORTH CAROLINA

Wake Forest U Box 7353

Exempt, non-tenure-eligible position in A.D. Communication, beginning Fall 1988 pending approval of funding. Strong research/publishing record in modern poetry, literary theory, and/or cultural studies desirable. Ph.D. essential. Native or near-native fluency. Qualified minority candidates especially encouraged to apply. First consideration to documents received by December 1, 1987.

CORNELL U SEE OCT JIL FOR OTHER POSTS

ROMANCE STUDIES 309 DAY HTY, ITHACA NY 14853

1 tenure or tenured-track position in Romance languages, beginning Fall 1988 pending approval of funding. Strong research/publishing record in modern poetry, literary theory, and/or cultural studies desirable. Ph.D. essential. Native or near-native fluency. Qualified minority candidates especially encouraged to apply. First consideration to documents received by December 1, 1987.
**OREGON**

Portland State University
German
Portland, OR 97207

Applications are being accepted for an anticipated tenure-track position in German at the Associate Professor rank. The position’s responsibilities will include courses in the history of the German language and culture. The successful candidate will be expected to teach in the language and culture. The successful candidate will be expected to teach in the language and culture.

**OKLAHOMA**

**OKLAHOMA**

Carson U
PO Box 16335, 2800 NW Gore
For Langs & Communication
LAWTON OK 73505

If you are looking for an individual who is very familiar with high-level courses in German, we would encourage you to read the full announcement. The successful candidate will be expected to teach in the language and culture. The successful candidate will be expected to teach in the language and culture.

**OKLAHOMA**

Carson-Vanhan U
Baker fall 234 SERT OCT 7 FOR ANOTHER
Prog in Langs Pittsburgh PA 15213 POST

F Instructor of Assistant Professor of German, one-year appointment 445's renewal possible, beginning late August 1988. 400-440. native or near-native fluency. Teaching experience and commitment to language teaching essential. Research and publications preferred.

Carnegie-Mellon U
Baker fall 234 SERT OCT 7 FOR ANOTHER
Prog in Langs Pittsburgh PA 15213 POST

F Instructor of Assistant Professor of German, one-year appointment 445's renewal possible, beginning late August 1988. 400-440. native or near-native fluency. Teaching experience and commitment to language teaching essential.

U OF PITTSBURGH

HISPANIC LANGUAGES & LIT - PITTSBURGH PA 15260

Please consider applications from minority applicants.

Assistant professor, tenure track. Position requires a Ph.D. in Spanish, evidence of scholarly publications, and a commitment to teaching in the language and culture. The successful candidate will be expected to teach in the language and culture.
U of Pittsburgh
1028 Cathedral of Learning
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

F

Pending final approval of funding, we shall have two TENURE-TRACK POSITIONS IN GERMAN for the fall of 1988. Ph.D. required by June 1988. Applications welcomed at the assistant and associate professor levels. Period and specialization open, but preference for German literature and culture of the Late 19th and Early 20th Centuries. Applied Linguistics and/or Language Pedagogy (including supervision of graduate teaching assistants) as Director of Language Study of German Literature and Culture since 1945 including GDR. Demonstrated ability to teach a range of language, literature, and culture courses on undergraduate and graduate levels required. Subspecialization in intellectual history, critical theory, cultural studies, and/or film studies desirable. Teaching assignments vary, but we encourage all faculty to participate in our many interdisciplinary programs (Comparative Literature, Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Literature and Culture Studies, Film Studies, Women's Studies, Jewish Studies, etc.). Women and minority applications are encouraged. Please send letter and CV to Clark S. Mueter, Chair, EOC/AA 10/18/87

U of Pittsburg
GERMANIC LANGS & LIT
Pittsburgh PA 15260

F

 Applications for the position of Lecturer in Spanish or Spanish/Italian (see below) will continue to be accepted after November 25. The application deadline for the Associate/Assistant Professor in Spanish (see below) remains as originally stated (i.e., November 25). An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Pennsylvania State University
N-435 Burrowes Bldg, Box N
University Park PA 16802

F

Assistant Professor in the Classics Program
Ph.D. required by June 1989. Experience in teaching upper level courses preferred. Department is especially interested in candidates with expertise in Roman or Late Greek culture and/or society. Teaching load is 3 courses per year. Send letter of application, CV, and 3 letters of recommendation to: Daniel R. Voss, Chair, Box N, EOC/AA 10/8/87

Pennsylvania State University
J-515 Burrowes Bldg
University Park PA 16802

F

Applications for the position of Lecturer in Spanish or Spanish/Italian (see below) will continue to be accepted after November 25. The application deadline for the Associate/Assistant Professor in Spanish remains as originally stated (i.e., November 25). An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

DICKINSON C
SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
CARLISLE, PA 17013

Assistant Professor in the Classics Program
Ph.D. required by June 1989. Experience in teaching upper level courses preferred. Department is especially interested in candidates with expertise in Roman or Late Greek culture and/or society. Teaching load is 3 courses per year. Send letter of application, CV, and 3 letters of recommendation to: Daniel R. Voss, Chair, Box N, EOC/AA 10/8/87

Washington & Jefferson College
Mod Langs & Classics
Pittsburgh PA 15301

F

Asst. Prof. of Spanish, Tenure-track, fall 1988. Ph.D. required. Experience in teaching upper level courses preferred. Department is especially interested in candidates with expertise in Peninsular and/or Latin American literature. Teaching load is 3 courses per year. Send letter of application, CV, and 3 letters of recommendation to: Daniel R. Voss, Chair, Box N, EOC/AA 10/8/87

Indiana University of Pennsylvania
SPARKS
470 SUTTON HALL, INDIANA U OF PA
Indiana, PA 15705

F

In addition to those in Oct. Fld.

Assistant Professor of Spanish - Tenure Track Position, beginning Sept., 1988. Ph.D. required. Experience in teaching upper level courses preferred. Department is especially interested in candidates with expertise in Peninsular and/or Latin American literature. Teaching load is 3 courses per year. Send letter of application, CV, and 3 letters of recommendation to: John E. Kemp, Chair, Spanish Department, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, Pa. 15705. EOC/AA

JUNIATA C
For Langs
Huntingdon, PA 16652

F

To fill the position of Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, French and Spanish in the Modern Languages Department. Applicants must have Ph.D. in French, or equivalent. Ability to teach upper level courses in both French and Spanish. The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to the development of the Modern Languages Program and to teach a broad range of courses including beginning, intermediate, and advanced language classes. Ph.D. in French required. Send letter, CV, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. Susan L. Kennedy, Chair, Modern Languages Department, Juniata College, Huntingdon, PA 16652. EOC/AA

St Francis C
For Langs
Loretto PA 15940

F

We will continue to accept applications for the position in Spanish/French announced in the October Fld.

Vincent L. Remillard, Chair
October 23, 1987

Allegheny C
Box 30
Pittsburgh PA 15233

F

Assistant Professor of Modern Languages, French
Ph.D. in French or equivalent preferred. Experience in teaching in French and English. Ability to teach full range of undergraduate courses including French civilization. Send letter, CV, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. David Reznik, Chair, Department of Modern Languages, Allegheny College, Meadville, PA 16335. EOC/AA

Bucks County Community College
Box 70
Souderton, PA 18964

F

No anticipated vacancy for 1988-89. However, Department Chair will be at MLA meeting in SF and would be happy to meet prospective candidates interested in long-term situation.

Susquehanna C
For Langs
Selinsgrove PA 17870

F

No anticipated vacancy for 1988-89. However, Department Chair will be at MLA meeting in SF and would be happy to meet prospective candidates interested in long-term situation.

Kearny C
For Langs
Baltimore MD 21202

F

Full-time position available in the French Department, Fall 1988. Ph.D. in French preferred. Ability to teach upper level courses in French preferred. The successful candidate will be expected to contribute to the development of the Modern Languages Program and to teach a broad range of courses including beginning, intermediate, and advanced language classes. Ph.D. in French required. Send letter, CV, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. Susan L. Kennedy, Chair, Modern Languages Department, Juniata College, Huntingdon, PA 16652. EOC/AA.
RHODE ISLAND

U of Pennsylvania

Slavic Languages Philadelphia PA 19104 October 23, 1987

tions by 12/14/87. EOE. A/A/EOE employer.

Holy Family C Grant C Frankford Aves

Hummities Philadelphia PA 19114

E Assistant Professor of Spanish, one year contract with renewal expected, beginning September 1988. Ph.D. with experience; ability to teach intro to advanced courses; ability to teach intro to advanced courses; ability to teach intro to advanced courses; ability to teach intro to advanced courses; ability to teach intro to advanced courses. Send resume, references to Dr. Moreante, Chairperson, Hummities Department. Acknowledged by letter. Deadline: January 15, 1988. EOE.

Temple U

Spanish & Port Philadelphia PA 19122

Hiring plans for 1988-89 under determination. Possible opening for a specialist in colonial or medical Spanish. Strong interest in language teaching. Letters and resumes welcomed. Temple is an A/A/EOE employer. William J. Calvano, Chair. 10/21/87

Providence C

Mod Langs Providence RI 02918


Temple U S 322 Anderson Hall

French & Ita Philadelphia PA 19122

No openings anticipated at this time.

Applications will, however, be filed and acknowledged.

Hariguita G. Noura, Chairperson

10/19/87

SOUTH CAROLINA

Kutztown U of Pennsylvania

Mod Langs Kutztown PA 19530

Hiring plans for 1988-1989 uncertain. We invite resumes from applicants qualified in all levels of Spanish. Resumes will be kept on file.

Clarence Arnold

Chairperson

CA/AA

U of South Carolina

For Langs & Lit Columbia SC 29208

F Please see October 1987 MLA LIST.

CONVERSE C

FOR LANGS SPARTANBURG SC 29301

Please see the October JIL for two positions. Deadline extended to 3 December 1987.

SOUTH CAROLINA

PUERTO RICO

U of Puerto Rico

# Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES DEPT MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Spanish Medieval and/or Renaissance Literature beginning Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 8, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of Puerto Rico # Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Contemporary Spanish Literature beginning 3 Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 16, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of South Carolina

For Languages & Literatures

Columbia SC 29208

F Please see October 1987 MLA LIST.

CONVERSE C

For Languages SPARTANBURG SC 29301

F Please see the October JIL for two positions. Deadline extended to 3 December 1987.

Protestant C

For Languages CLINTON SC 29325

F Please see our announcement in the October JIL.

U of Puerto Rico

# Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Spanish Medieval and/or Renaissance Literature beginning Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 8, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of Puerto Rico

# Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Contemporary Spanish Literature beginning 3 Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 16, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of South Carolina

For Languages & Literatures COLUMBIA SC 29208

F Please see October 1987 MLA LIST.

CONVERSE C

For Languages SPARTANBURG SC 29301

F Please see the October JIL for two positions. Deadline extended to 3 December 1987.

Protestant C

For Languages CLINTON SC 29325

F Please see our announcement in the October JIL.

U of Puerto Rico

# Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Spanish Medieval and/or Renaissance Literature beginning Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 8, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of Puerto Rico

# Mayaazue CAMPUS

HISP STUDIES MAYAZUE PR 00709

Assistant Professor in Contemporary Spanish Literature beginning 3 Fall 1988. Candidate expected to teach native speakers of Spanish at different college-level courses, including advanced undergraduates and graduates. Ph.D. required. Send application, CV, transcripts, and 3 letters of recommendation to the Dept. of Hispanic Studies. Please enclose postal card for acknowledgement. EOE.

October 16, 1987

Aurea N. Román-López, Chairperson

U of South Carolina

For Languages & Literatures COLUMBIA SC 29208

F Please see October 1987 MLA LIST.

CONVERSE C

For Languages SPARTANBURG SC 29301

F Please see the October JIL for two positions. Deadline extended to 3 December 1987.

Protestant C

For Languages CLINTON SC 29325

F Please see our announcement in the October JIL.
SOUTH DAKOTA

South Dakota SU

For Louis F. Buhrings SD 57097

F Hiring plans for 1986-89 undetermined. We invite lectures and contracts from interested applicants qualified in undergraduate Spanish/French literature. Ph.D. and university teaching experience desired. Letters and resumes will be kept on file. Enclose postcard for acknowledgement. AA/EO employer.

Dr. Merrill W. Bixas, Head
October 14, 1987

Augustana C

Modern Foreign Languages
Sioux Falls SD 57197

F Assistant Professor of French, beginning September 1, 1988.

Teach French at all levels. Ph.D. and ability to teach a second foreign language preferred. Send vita to: Mrs. Janess Ersume, Administrative Assistant, Office of Academic Services, Augustana College, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57197.

1238

TENNESSEE

Belmont C

Box B-13

Lit 6 Lang Nashville TN 37212


854

Vanderbilt U

Box 1617-0

Spanish & Port Nashville TN 37235

F The two positions announced in the previous list now have received administrative approval.

839

U of the South

French Sevanee TN J3730

F Full-time, tenure-track position in undergraduate College: Near-native or native command of French with full competence in English. Demonstrated excellence in teaching. Evidence of scholarly achievement. Preference to the following areas of expertise: *philology *medieval French literature (including Ocsian) *paleography *vin de siècle literature *francophone literature. Salary and benefits competitive. Interviews at MLA. Send full dossier by December 15. Waring McCready, Chair. 10/20/87

867

U of the South

German Sevanee TN J3730

F Sabbatical replacement fall semester '88 only.

Generalist to teach three courses at the first or second and third year levels and participate in German language and cultural functions. Near-native fluency and strong teaching required. Dossier by 15 December to James C. Davidheiser, Chair. Please include self-addressed postcard.

870

U of Tennessee at Knoxville

For Louis F. Buhrings TN 37916

F Please refer to October JFL for information on positions in French, Italian, and Spanish.

John B. Honecker, Head 10/21-87 AAEO/Title IX Employer

880

RHODES COLLEGE

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

MEMPHIS TN 38112

SPANISH: Possible openning for assistant prof. of Span. to teach undergrad. courses on Don Quijote and Golden Age, also low-level Spanish. Ph.D. and near-native fluency required. Please send applications to Dr. Donald Tucker, Dept. of F-L, Rhodes Coll., Memphis TN 38112.

Subject to administrative approval by Nov. 1, 1987.

1232

MEMPHIS SU/TEATRE & COMM ARTS MEmPHIS TN 38152

Assistant or Associate Professor (Tenure Track): To teach courses in media criticism and film history. We are seeking applicants with a humanistic, interdisciplinary approach and a strong record of teaching and research. Ph.D. required. Deadline: Feb. 15, 1988. Send letter of application and vita to Allison Graham, Search Committee Chair, Dept. of Theatre and Communication Arts, Memphis State University, Memphis, TN 38163. AA/EO

1238

TEXAS

Southern Methodist U

For Louis F. Buhrings Dallas TX 75275

F Visiting Assistant Professor in Russian language and literature. One-year non-tenure track appointment, possibly yearly renewal. A.B. or Ph.D. in Russian with college teaching experience. Native or near-native fluency in Russian and English required for language courses at all levels and Russian culture and literature courses in English. Send letter of application and resume to Gene Forrest, Chair. AA/EO/Title IX

846

East Texas Baptist U

Lange Marshall TX 75670

F Hiring plans for 1986-89 are uncertain at present. However, we will accept resumes from individuals qualified to teach one or more of the following courses in Spanish and French: French literature, French language, French culture, French civilization, French film, and Spanish literature. Ph.D. preferred. Letter of application and resume to Dr. Samuel Asgill, Chairperson.

1480

Jarvis Christian C

PO Drawer G

Humanities & Social Science Divm Hawkins TX 75765


Joyce Meeks Jones, Acting Chair

1475

Texas Christian U

For Louis F. Buhrings Fort Worth TX 76129

F Mod Langs and Lit

October 13, 1987

ABET, PROF OF FRENCH: tenure track; teach all levels French lang. andlit and assist with advising; specialty other than 19th cent. preferred. Requirements: Ph.D. in French; native or near-native fluency in French; fluency in English; previous college teach. expar; evidence of strong commit to research. 2nd-year teaching competence in clas. Span. preferred. Women and minorities urged to apply. Send resumes to William E. Pohl, Chairman, by Jan 4, 1988. TOU is an EEO/A employer.

1470

Midwestern SU

For Louis F. Buhrings Wichita Falls TX 76308


October 12, 1987

Rudolf M. Klein, Head

1472

Welsey U

Spanish & Port Div

Waco TX 76798

F The expected Lectureship in Spanish advertised in the October job list has been authorized. Please consult that entry.

Ernest E. Norden

Director

10/21-87

1477
Southwestern U  

For Lasang  
Georgetown TX 78626  

E  Assistant Professor level of French Language and Literature. Ph.D. in French, or near-native fluency required, plus competency in German or Classics. Applications are being accepted for this position. Send letter of application, vita, and 3 letters of reference to: Dr. Theodore D. Lucas, Associate Provost, Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX 78626 by Dec. 7. AA/EO Employer.

Southwestern U  

For Lasang  
Georgetown TX 78626  

P  Assistant Professor level of French Language and Literature. Ph.D. and native or near-native fluency required, plus competency in German or Classics. Publications expected. Send letter of application, vita, and 3 letters of reference to: Dr. Theodore D. Lucas, Associate Provost, Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX 78626 by Dec. 7. AA/EO Employer.

U of Houston  

"University Park"  

Houston, TX 77004  

F  Tenure-track position for Fall 1988, pending funding: Assist/  
1482  
Assoc Prof of Spanish, Ph.D., publications and papers required. Native fluency. Specialization open. Primary/Secondary interest in U.S. Hispanic literature or linguistics desirable. Appl. from minorities encouraged. Appl. deadline: December 5/87. Letter and/or CV to: Dorothy H. Reynolds, Department of Spanish and Latin American Studies, University of Houston, 4800 Calhoun, Houston, TX 77004. AA/EO employer.

U of Houston  

"University Park"  

Houston, TX 77004  

F Assistant Professor of German, Tenure Track. Fall, 1988.  
1481  
Ph.D. required. Specialization in 19th Century (except Classicism and Romanticism) and undergraduate language instruction. Native or near-native fluency. Application deadline: December 15, 1987. Send resume and 3 letters of recommendation to: Theodore G. Oles, Chairman, Department of German, University of Houston, Houston, TX 77004. AA/EO employer.

U of Houston  

"University Park"  

French Houston TX 77004  

F  Position: Chairman, Department of French.  
1450  
Associate or Full Professor, beginning Fall 1988. Field of specialization open. Good teaching and publication record expected. Salary competitive. Apply: Dr. Harold Haley, Interim Chairman, Department of French, University of Houston, Houston, Texas 77004 EOE/AA Inst.

Rice U PO Box 1992  

PO Box 1992  

German & Slavic Studies Houston TX 77251  

P  No vacancy at this time, but we would like to establish a file of qualified applicants in the field of German and Slavic Studies.  
1485  
Send M. Thompson, Chairperson  
10-15 'P' 9

Prairie View A&M U  

English & Foreign Language  

Prairie View TX 77446  

P  Instructor or Assistant Professor of Spanish, Tenure track. Fall, 1988. Ph.D. preferred. Any period of specialization acceptable. Knowledge of Spanish language laboratory required. Native or near-native fluency, commitment to language teaching to undergraduates/graduates. All applications will be acknowledged. Send letter, c.v., and dossier by June 1 to: Dr. R. E. Thomas, Dept. of English and Foreign Languages, P. O. Box 489, Prairie View, TX 77446. AA/EO.

Lea U  

Box 10072  

English and Foreign Languages  

Houston TX 77010  

P  ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FRENCH  
1492  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPANISH  
Tenure-track positions in each language anticipated for Fall 1988. Applicants sought capable of teaching all levels in small baccalaureate program. Four course load. Salary competitive. Ph.D. required. Applications acknowledged. MLA interview anticipated. VA/AA.

C. T. Summerlin, Dean, Department Head.

Texas A&M U  

Med. Langt College Station TX 77843  

P  Professor/Associate Prof. of French. Area of specialization open. Distinguished senior scholar with outstanding record of graduate and undergraduate teaching to stimulate development of the graduate program in French. Salary competitive. Position subject to final approval. Women and minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply. Send nominations, applications to: Luis P. Cortes, Head. Deadline: December 1, 1987.

Professor of Spanish. Field of specialization open. Seek a distinguished Hispanicist with an outstanding record of publication and teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Salary competitive. Native or near-native fluency desirable. Native or near-native fluency satisfactory. Position subject to final approval. Women and minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply. Send nominations, applications to: Luis P. Cortes, Head. Deadline: December 1, 1987.

Texas A&M U  

Med. Langt College Station TX 77843  

P  Professor/Associate Prof. of French. Area of specialization open. Distinguished senior scholar with outstanding record of publication and teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Salary competitive. Native or near-native fluency preferred. Minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply. Send nominations, applications to: Luis P. Cortes, Head. Deadline: December 1, 1987.

Professor of Spanish. Field of specialization open. Seek a distinguished Hispanicist with an outstanding record of publication and teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels. Salary competitive. Native or near-native fluency desirable. Native or near-native fluency satisfactory. Position subject to final approval. Women and minority candidates are especially encouraged to apply. Send nominations, applications to: Luis P. Cortes, Head. Deadline: December 1, 1987.

U of Texas at Austin  

OMS 2-120  

French & Ital Austin TX 78712  

F  French. Please refer to the October listing. The position in sixteenth-century literature may be upgraded to include a senior (tenure-level) appointment, rank and salary commensurate with qualifications and experience. Candidates for appointment at any rank are thus encouraged to apply. No change in the job description for the other positions advertised in the October issue Applications will be acknowledged. Send applications to: Jean-Pierre Clavir, Dept. of French & Italian, University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712-1997. DE/AA.

U of Texas at Austin  

Spanish & Portuguese Austin TX 78712  

P  Two tenured senior appointments for Fall 1988: full professor with specialization in Hispanic American literature (prehispanic to modern); full professor in Latin American literature, (modern and/or colonial), distinguished scholarly record is required. Outstanding teaching at graduate and upper undergraduate level. Applications must be postmarked by December 10, 1987. Enclose stamped self-addressed postal for acknowledgment. AA/EO/AA.

Applications should be sent to: Michael R. Katz, Chair. Search Committee, Dept. of Spanish & Portuguese, U. of Texas, Austin TX 78712.

U of Texas at Austin  

Box 7217  

Austin, TX 78712  

E  Anticipated vacancy for tenure track assistant professor in  
1506  
Portuguese. Requirements: teaching experience in Portuguese literature, and some other area (e.g., comp. lit., film, culture) to undergraduates and graduates. Send letter & resume to Michael R. Katz, Chairman, by Dec. 1, 1987. If position is filled, only those who will be interviewed will be notified. Applications should be sent to: Michael Katz, Chairman, TX 78712.

Texas Tech U  

Box 4579  

German & Slavic Languages Lubbock TX 79409  

P  Possible temporary position in German on the assistant 1501  
p.Professor level. Ph.D., effective teaching, near native fluency, and versatility essential. Please send letter of application, vita, and letters of recommendation to Ulrich Groll, Chair, Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas 79409. Texas Tech University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. Applications accepted until December 15, 1987.

UTES

UTAH

BRIDGEMAN YOUNG U HUMANITIES, CLASSICS & COMP LIT  
PROVO UT 84602  
Opening for Ass't, of Asstor, of Prov., of Humanities. Requires training in critical methods and subject areas of the humanities. Candidates should have training in literature, and to at least one other art and be prepared to teach classes in western arts & letters (pref. Classical to Renaissance) and comparative arts. Btu, an ed. degree, requires observance of LDS church standards. Hires to be sent to: Prof. Arthur Basset, 3010 JNRR. Applies must be recd by 15 Jan.  
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VERMONT

Middlebury C

Spanish & Ital Middlebury VT 05753

F One-year replacement position in Italian (Assistant Professor or Instructor) beginning 9/88. Strong evidence of excellence in and commitment to language teaching. Literacy specialization open. Near native fluency. Send vita, 3 letters, and complete dossier (with self-addressed stamped envelope) by Dec. 11 to: Ugo Skuhowski, Chair. EOE. 10/7/87

Middlebury C

French Middlebury VT 05753

F Instructor of Assistant Professor of French (Ph.D. or 165 ABD, entry level). Two one-year leave replacement positions, courses in language and literature or culture. Language teaching experience and near-native French required. Please send vita by Dec. 4; dossiers to arrive by Dec 15 at latest. EOE. Carol de Doby Riefel, Chair. 10/23/87

Middlebury C

German Middlebury VT 05753 Oct. 26, 1987

F One or east. prof. position in German. A visiting appointment 167 for 1988-89, Ph.D. preferable. Ability to teach German lang. and lit. courses at all levels. High language proficiency essential. Ability and desire to teach freshman seminars in English is highly desirable. Submit application with complete dossier by Dec. 1 to Van Horn Hall, Chairman. Middlebury College is an equal opportunity employer. 10/18/87

Lynchburg C

Spanish & Lit Lynchburg VA 24501

F Instructor or Assistant Professor of Spanish. Tenure track. Ph.D. required. Also required ability to teach Elementary and Intermediate French. Timeline Specialization in Spanish open. Fluency in both languages required and a commitment to teaching. Resumes will be kept on file. Please send self-addressed stamped envelope for acknowledgement. Send to: Guy Lunsford, Dept. of Foreign languages, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, VA 24501. 10/28/87

Lynchburg C

French Lynchburg VA 24501

F Assistant Professor or Professor of French, 167 tenure track. Ph.D. required. Also required ability to teach Elementary and Intermediate French. Timeline Specialization in French open. Fluency in both languages required and a commitment to teaching. Resumes will be kept on file. Please send self-addressed stamped envelope for acknowledgement. Send to: Guy Lunsford, Dept. of Foreign languages, Lynchburg College, Lynchburg, VA 24501. 10/28/87

U of Virginia 402 Cabell Hall

Spanish, Ital & Port Charlottesville VA 22903

F Assistant Professor in Italian. A visiting appointment for 656 two years, possibly renewable thereafter as a tenure track position. Ph.D., fluency, interest in teaching undergraduate Italian linguistics courses (mainly history of the language and phonetics) and experience in X-XVI century Italian literature (graduate seminars and undergraduate literature courses in the period 1571-1700). Applicants for MLA interviews by sending CV to David T. Deis, Chairman (October 11, 1987). 10/7/87

Clinch Valley C of the U of Virginia College Ar-Said Lang & Lit VPI VA 24293

F Hiring plan for Fall 1988 dependent on budget. However, we 577 anticipate two new positions in foreign language at the rank of Assistant Professor. Tenure-track. We prefer dual language proficiency: French-German and French-Spanish. Ph.D. required; experience and scholarship desirable. We invite candidates to send vita, transcripts 1 of reference and send for acknowledgement to: Ronald L. Blass, Coordinator of Foreign Languages, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061. 10/28/87

U of Richmond

Richmond VA 23277

F Assistant Professor of Spanish, tenure track. Ph.D. required. Near native or near native fluency. A generalist with a strong commitment to the teaching of elementary and intermediate courses, general courses in literature, advanced language and civilization, and courses in the area of specialization. Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. Applications will be accepted until 12/1/87. Interim, then at MLA Convention. A.C. Dawson, Chairman. 10/22/87

Virginia Polytechnic Inst & ST

For Lang & Lit Blacksburg VA 24061

F Applicants for the openings announced in the October List, with a November 18, 1987 deadline, will be notified of their status by December 18, 1987. Interviews will be held at the MLA Convention. No additional openings are anticipated at this time. Christopher Kustis, Head. 10/15/87

Virginia Military Inst

SRB OCT 31 FOR MORE

Lang & Lit Lexington VA 24450 INFORMATION

F Spanish. Tenure track. Available beginning January or August, 167 1988. Ph.D. desired. Specialization open, but preference given to someone able to teach second-level, Latin and South American languages. Near-native fluency in Spanish. Ability to teach lower-level courses in French, German or Russian a definite plus. Application deadline: December 1. Interviews at SMLA and at MLA. Please send letter and c.v. to Colonel Mike Harris, Department Head, VMi is an AA/EEO employer. 10/28/87

WASHINGTON

U of Washington

Seattle WA 98105

F German. Dept. of Germanic languages-tenure-track, Asst. Prof. position (under extraordinary circumstances, aptn. could be at Assoc., or Full Prof. level). Sept., 1988. Ph.D. required. Specialization open, but preference given to someone able to teach second-level, Latin and South American languages. Near-native fluency in Spanish. Ability to teach lower-level courses in French, German or Russian a definite plus. Application deadline: December 1. Interviews at SMLA and at MLA. Please send letter and c.v. to: Colonel Mike Harris, Department Head. VMi is an AA/EEO employer. 10/28/87

BRIDGESTONE C FOREIGN LANGUAGES

GERMANY, Tenure track, nine month faculty position in German with Spanish as a second language. Doctorate preferred and near native fluency required. Two year appointment with strong possibility of renewal. Ability to teach freshman seminars in English is highly desirable. Submit application with complete dossier by Dec. 1 to Van Horn Hall, Chairman. Bridgewater College is an equal opportunity employer. 10/18/87

George Mason U

Fairfax VA 22030

F The budgetary approval for the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures invites applications for the position of Assistant Professor of Russian Language & Literature, tenure track, beginning Fall 1988. Requirements: Ph.D. in hand June 1, 1988. Native or near-native fluency in Russian. Ability to teach Russian language through the fourth year level, including advanced courses in conversation and composition. Applicants must also be able to teach literature courses in Russian. Strong commitment both to undergraduate teaching and to publishing is essential. Send letter of application and current 644 curriculum vitae with the name and addresses of three references by February 1, 1988 to: Dr. Len Sacht, Chair, Search Committee, Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030. GMU is located in the suburbs of Washington, D.C. AA/EODO.
Central Washington U

Spanish, Assistant Professor, full-time, tenure-track.

1767

Washington SU

For Language & Lit - Pullman WA 99164

F

Spanish and French. We invite resumes from interested applicants to teach part-time language courses in Spanish or French.

WISCONSIN

Carroll College

Waukesha, WI, 53186

Foreign Languages

German. Permanent part-time position to teach four courses a year, two each semester. Minimum qualifications: M.A. or German; teaching experience at the College level and native or near-native fluency. Interviews, M.A. in San Francisco. Write with full dossier to Dr. José M. Benavides, Chairman. 10-20-87

Spanish and French. We invite resumes from interested applicants to teach part-time language courses in Spanish or French.

U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee - PO Box 413

Spanish & Port - Milwaukee WI 53201

F

tenure-track position of Assistant Professor of Spanish.

1143
Ph.D. or ABD. Knowledge of Spanish literature and culture. Some teaching experience preferred. Send letter, c/o comments to Dr. Joseph A. Traverso, Chair, Nov. 30.

U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee - PO Box 413

French & Ital - Milwaukee WI 53201

F

Possible opening for Assistant Professor in French with a specialization in 20th Century literature and criticism. We invite letters and resumes from interested applicants. Enclose paycheck for consideration. 10-20-87

Lawrence Balda
to, Chair

U of Wisconsin-Whitewater - PO Box 526

For Language & Lit - Wisconsin WI 53223

F

All openings listed in October Job List are now filled. Full-time position in Department of Modern Languages. New courses in literature, elementary and second foreign language for native and near-native Fluency. Ability to teach second foreign language preferable. Send letter, c/o comments to Dr. Joseph A. Traverso, Chair, Nov. 30.

BELoit COLLEGE

MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES - BELoit WI 53511

Endowed chair in Russian. Dynamic teacher and scholar, to develop a program in Russian. Full-time appointment in Department of Modern Languages and Literature. Ability to teach second foreign language preferable. Send letter, c/o comments to Dr. Joseph A. Traverso, Chair, Nov. 30.

WISCONSIN

ST. NorBERT C. Robert H. Beyer, Chair

10-15-87

Department of Foreign Languages

U of Wisconsin Centers

DEPT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES - SPANISH

53913

Anticipated vacancies for Fall 1987:

1. Assistant Professor of Spanish at UW-Rock. The U of Wisconsin Center-Rock is one of 13 Prebaccalaureate institutions which comprise the U of Wisconsin system. The North Centers, as an integral part of the U of Wisconsin system, prepare students for baccalaureate programs, particularly in the liberal arts. Located in Janesville, near Madison, the Rock Center has a full-time faculty of 23 and approximately 950 students. Travel expenses attract both traditionally member and nonmember states and seeks a candidate who can plan a Spanish program that will appeal to both audiences. Duties: Teach 12-14 credit hours week in basic Spanish with an emphasis on first-year language courses, but including also conversation, composition, and literature courses.

Qualifications: Ph.D. in Spanish preferred, and considered. Native or near-native fluency required. Minimum of 5 years college level teaching experience at any level (including that of TA) required. Rank: Assistant. Prof. to Professor. 12-30-87, 10-30-87 academic year appointment. Contract subject to approval by Centers Chancellor. Application: Address letter of application, current C.V., transcript of 3 letters of recommendation (one of which must attest to applicant's teaching abilities) to: Prof. Madeleine Wright, Centers for Foreign Languages, 8811 Snowden Road, Baraboo, WI 53913. Review of credentials will begin immediately. Deadline for application 12/31/87. Arrangements for travel expenses for interviews at UW-Rock will be the responsibility of the candidate. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.

2. Assistant Professor of Spanish at UW-Madison. This position will be split between UW-Madison (67%) and a 2-year position at UW. Travel will be an important consideration in staffing this position. Located near the center in central WI, the Madison campus has a full-time faculty of 19 and approximately 570 students. Duties, qualifications, rank, salary, and application procedures are identical to those requested for the Assistant Professor position at UW-Rock. Please indicate the campus for which you wish to be considered. Arrangements for travel expenses for interviews at UW-Madison should be negotiated with UW-Madison Dean Annann. AA/EOE.

8. The U of W Centers encourages women, minorities, group members, veterans, and handicapped persons to apply.

U of Wisconsin-Stevens Point

For Language Stevens Point WI 54481 (MA/10-20-87)

F

Spanish track appointment, teaching beginning-advanced language skills courses with some culture course per semester only. Effective 11/15/88 or 8/29/88 dependent upon budget and availability of candidate. Ph.D. preferred; and considered. Native/near-native fluency, a record of successful undergraduate teaching, and show potential for meaningful research activities. Letter, c.v., 3 reference letters, and transcripts by Feb. 1, 1988.

A long-range goal is expansion of our offering in Russian, Japanese, and Norwegian. Individuals qualified to teach one of these in conjunction with French, German, Spanish, or another liberal arts discipline are invited to submit a letter for future reference.

Gale Crouse, Chair, Foreign Languages, UW-Stevens Point, Stevens Point, WI 54481-6004. 10-26-87 AA/EOE Employer

U of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

1171
We anticipate two faculty appointments (tenure-track) in Spanish.

Applicants should have the doctorate (or completion by Sept. '88). Native or near-native fluency, a record of successful undergraduate teaching, and show potential for meaningful research activities. Letter, c.v., 3 reference letters, and transcripts by Feb. 1, 1988.

A long-range goal is expansion of our offerings in Russian, Japanese, and Norwegian. Individuals qualified to teach one of these in conjunction with French, German, Spanish, or another liberal arts discipline are invited to submit a letter for future reference.

Gale Crouse, Chair, Foreign Languages, UW-Eau Claire, Eau Claire, WI 54702-6004. 10-26-87 AA/EOE Employer

Lawrence U Box 599

French. Appleton WI 54912

F

7-yr tenure-track assistant professor in liberal arts college. A person offering speciality or strong interest in 18th and/or 19th century French literature, ability to teach all levels of language, and interest in teaching interdisciplinary courses. Ph.D. or near-native fluency preferred. Native or near-native fluency. Beginning fall 1988. Salary competitive. Send resume, vita, and 3 letters of recommendation to: Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures, Lawrence University, Appleton, WI 54912.
Canadian Institutions

U of New Brunswick 231 Tilley Hall
Fredericton, NB Canada E3B 5A3

McGill U 3460 Metcalfe
Montreal, Que Canada H3A 1V7
F Associate Professor in French. Tenure-track position from September 1, 1988. Candidates must have a PhD, a good research record and publications. Period of specialization: 17th century, 20th century (literary criticism, theory of literature, New Criticism, current language teaching). Send application, c.v. and dossier to: Prof. Jean-Francois Dauphinais, Chairman, Department of French Language and Literature, McMaster Hall, 305 Macdonald, Montreal, Quebec, H3A 2K6. In accordance with Canadian immigration regulations, priority will be given to Canadian citizens and permanent residents.

U of Ottawa 550 Cumberland
Ottawa, Ont Canada K1N 6N5
F Associate or Adj. Prof. of Ukrainian and Russian 11/87
Full CV and names of three ref. to: Dr. W. Hausenfurt, Chair, Dept. of Student. and Lib. Uni, of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ont. Canada K1N 6B5
Oct. 16, 1987

Comparative Literature

Brown U Box E
Comparative Lit Providence RI 02912
F Distinguished Professor or Assoc. Prof., Slavic Litts. and of Comp. Litts. budgeted equally to both dep'ts. Professional strengths to reflect this assignment. Field and period open, but strong interest in theory desirable. Ability to teach in English. Regular Fall 78. Deadline extended to 15 Dec. '87. Procedures require that 3 letters of rec. be sent in support of each candidate. EOE. Prof. Edward Ahearne, Department of Comparative Literature.

Marlboro C
Comp Lit Marlboro VT 05344
10/21/87
Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature, tenure-track, nine-month appointment, beginning September 1, 1988. PhD req. Specialization in European Continental literature and criticism. Knowledge of some third World literature desirable. Preference given to broadly trained candidates. Send complete dossier by December 31 to: John Hayes, Dean of Faculty, EOE.

Princeton U 236 FPR
Comp Lit Princeton NJ 08544
10/21/87
Associate or Full Professorship for a Candidate in English, German, and French Literature. 18th to 20th centuries. Command required of critical theory as well as of intellectual history of the period. Distinguished record of publications and excellent teaching of undergraduates and graduate students essential. Qualified applicants should direct their letters and curriculum vitae to Robert Eagle, Chairman, Princeton University is an AA/EO Employer. October 23, 1987

Touro C 30 W 44 St
Humanties New York NY 10036
10/21/87
Adjunct positions usually available for Comp. Lit. generalists who can teach Classical, Medieval, Renaissance and/or Modern surveys. Any future full-time position will be filled by someone who has taught at Touro as an adjunct. Letters and resumes cannot be acknowledged but will be kept on file. Touro is an AA/EO employer. Michael Popkin, Division of Humanities, October 20, 1987

Carnegie U
Lib Studies Pittsburgh PA 15260
F Assistant rank tenure-track position. Specialization in European literature and creative writing. The College of Creative Studies is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. A new interdisciplinary program designed to meet the needs of undergraduate students majoring in the Humanities. Salary up to $15,000. 3 year contract. Applications are due by January 1, 1988. Send vita and three letters of recommendation to: Chair, Search Committee, Carnegie College, Pittsburgh, PA 15213. Please include statement on the role of women and minorities in the discipline. Search Committee.

Georgetown U C of A
English Washington DC 20057
F Tenure-track position in comparative literature at assistant professor rank for someone with or about to receive the Ph.D. Candidates should have specialization in Latin American, African, Asian, or Middle Eastern literature. Application and vita should be addressed to: James Slevin, Department Chair (deadline extended to November 20). Georgetown University is an AA/EO employer and strongly encourages applications from women and minority groups.
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HARVARD U Grays Hall basement
Prof. Sumi Sudek

LINGUISTICS CAMBRIDGE MA 02138

Editorial matters: Address changes. Subscriptions—$90.00, preferably in English, French, or Spanish. The application deadline is Nov. 30. We will interview at MLA convention.

EO/AA Employer.

HARVARD U Grays Hall basement
Prof. Jerald E. King

LINGUISTICS CAMBRIDGE MA 02138

Editorial matters: Address changes. Subscriptions—$90.00, preferably in English, French, or Spanish. The application deadline is Nov. 30. We will interview at MLA convention.

EO/AA Employer.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Seeking one-year replacement for phonology professor, leave 1968-69. Candidates should expect to share teaching in introductory year course and one additional subject on an advanced topic in phonology. Clear evidence of supervision of doctoral dissertations and availability to students needed in carry on. Must have significant experience in phonology of some language and strong background in linguistics. Send complete dossier to Wayne O'Neill, Linguistics Program Chair, Room 206-210.

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Adverting a tenure- or tenure-track position in linguistics with the starting date of September 1968. Specialization in syntax and phonology. Candidates should be prepared to teach at graduate and undergraduate levels. Send complete dossier including no fewer than three letters of recommendation and sample of work demonstrating abilities to work at the most advanced levels of the field by January 15, 1968 to:

Wayne O'Neill, Linguistics Program Chair, Room 206-210

MIT is an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Employer.

BROWN U BOX 758
COGNITIVE & LINGUISTIC SCIENCES PROVIDENCE RI 02912* Please see the October issue for available positions.

RUTGERS U PROGRAM IN LINGUISTICS NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 08903

Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey announces a tenure-track position at the Asst. Prof. level in formal linguistics, with specializations in syntax and phonology. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in linguistics and have nearly completed their research. Send a letter of interest, a copy of your current curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to: Dr. R. L. Soderberg, Chair, Department of Linguistics, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ 08903. DEADLINE: Dec. 1, 1987.

U of California-Madison 122 Linden Dr Madison WI 53706

One tenure-track assistant professor of comparative literature

Beginning August 29, 1980—specialist in the 16th & 17th centuries with an emphasis on the Germanic languages, with a preference for Romance languages and Latin; ability to teach the History of Literary Criticism from late antiquity to the 17th century is desirable. Send dossier by December 15, 1987 to: Prospective Fellows, Chair, 912 Van Hise Hall, University of Wisconsin, 1220 Linden Drive, Madison, WI 53706.


U of Colorado Boulder Campus box 351 SEE OCT JIL FOR BALANCE OF DESCRIPTION

Assistant Professor of Humanities, tenure-track position. Begin Fall 1988. Ph.D. with concentration in a postmedieval (Crane and Romla), pre-romantic period with proven excellence in undergraduate teaching and commitment to an interdisciplinary approach to the period. Ability to teach world literature (Boson to Joyce) in interdisciplinary course. Publications preferred.

U of California Los Angeles 405 Hilgard Av

Comp Lit Los Angeles CA 90024

We are currently reviewing applications for our 1988 assistant-tenure-track position for a Comparative Literature Ph.D. with a specialization in English, French or Spanish. The application deadline is Nov. 30. We will interview at MLA convention.

EO/AA Employer.

U of New York

Linguistics Stony Brook NY 11794

Probable tenure-track position assistant or associate professor. 1989-1990. Teaching load 10-15. Specialization in phonology, phonetics, or general linguistics preferred but other areas in phonology, phonetics, or general linguistics or morphology. The New York University Department of Linguistics at the State University of New York at Stony Brook is seeking an Assistant or Associate Professor in Phonology, Phonetics, and Morphology. The College of Arts and Sciences has approved a full-time tenure-track position at the Assistant level in Phonetics. The College has approved a full-time tenure-track position at the Associate level in Phonology and Morphology. The College has approved a full-time tenure-track position at the Associate level in Phonology and Morphology.

EO/AA Employer.

U of Pennsylvania

Linguistics Philadelphia PA 19104

The Department of Linguistics of the University of Pennsylvania will make an appointment in the area of Phonology, effective 1989-90. Candidates should have Ph.D. in a theoretical or applied arena of phonology. The University of Pennsylvania Linguistics requires a Ph.D. in Phonology. The University of Pennsylvania Linguistics requires a Ph.D. in Phonology. The University of Pennsylvania Linguistics requires a Ph.D. in Phonology.

EO/AA Employer.

U of Delaware

Linguistics Newark DE 19716

Chairperson, 9/1/87. Eligible for full professorship with established record of scholarship in Linguistics. Demonstrated leadership and administrative abilities and record of external research funding. 10 member dept. offers Ph.D. in theoretical or applied linguistics. Salary negotiable. Submit letter of application, vitae, representative publications & 4 recommendation letters by 11/15/87 to: Dr. Louis Hornberg, Chair, Search Committee. AA/EO.

U of Wisconsin-Madison

1110 Van Hise Hall

Linguistics Madison WI 53706

Beginning 1988-89, a tenure-track position at the assistant professor level (beginning/advanced teaching, depending on experience and qualifications), initially for 3 years. The position requires a specialization in syntax or semantics and expertise in another theoretical or language area. Send applications and 3 letters of recommendation by December 1, 1987 to Professor Manfred Stowell, Chair, Language Program. Phone: (609) 262-2292.

(10/15/87)

U of Texas at Austin

Linguistics Austin TX 78712

Two tenure-track positions—one in syntax, one in semantics—to begin Sept. 1988, at the assistant professor level (higher possibility of being offered a tenure-track track position at the assistant professor level). Send curriculum vitae, sample publications, and three letters of recommendation to C. H. Baker, Chairman, Dept. of Linguistics, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712-1196. Deadline is January 15, but applications are encouraged to submit materials several weeks in advance of December LSA meeting. AA/EO.

U of New Mexico

Linguistics Albuquerque NM 87131

Anticipated tenure-track position in NAVAJO and NATIVE AMERICAN LINGUISTICS, beginning Fall 1988, pending budgetary approval. Area of linguistic specialization open; Native or near-native fluency in Navajo required. Excellent teaching in Native American languages desirable. Ph.D. preferred, beginning assistant professorship, expected to work with native speakers. Dossier with vita and three letters to Amy Weidner, Phonology, 11/30/87
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

The Department of Linguistics announces an opening for a
linguist with research and teaching interests in both applied and
general linguistics. Ph.D. required; position available at
tenured or non-tenured rank.

Priority will be given to applications received by December 1,
1987. Send letter describing current interests; curriculum
vitae; and representative work to:

Elinor Ochs, Search Committee Chair
Department of Linguistics—GFS 301
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, CA 90089-1675

UCSC is an affirmative-action, equal opportunity employer.

San Diego SU

Linguistics
San Diego CA 92182

10/15/87

Full-time temporary lecturership for 1988-89. Applicants should have
be able to assume teaching and introductory linguistics courses, with a specialty in psycholinguastics, ESL methods or
discourse analysis. Ph.D. preferred. APT. will be made at the
Assistant Professor level for one year, potentially renewable.
Apply by March 1, 1988 to Tom Donahue, Chair. Include vita, at
least 3 recommendations and transcripts. EOE/AA

Simone Fraser

Linguistics
Burlington, Vt 05403

11/4

Syntax and Semantics. Inquiries are being invited for a
possible position (rank determined) in syntax and semantics
in an emerging Linguistics Department. Applicants should be
prepared to participate in a Bosnian science program and
research group. Only; acknowledgment will not be made
until hiring plans are firm.

Dr. T. A. Perry, Chair, Linguistics Dept., October 1987.

California SU, Fullerton

Linguistics
Fullerton CA 92634

October 12, 1987

F Hiring plans for 1988-89 not yet known. However, we
invite letters and resumes from interested
applicants qualified in all areas of linguistics.
Also part-time lecturer position possibilities.
Letters and resumes will be kept on file. Enclose
postcard for acknowledgement. AA/EQ employer

Chair

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

ENGLISH/ESL

New York City, NY 11201

May 1988, full-time open for Assistant Professor of English, New York
City campus. Ph.D., College composition, English literature. Ph.D. is
required, ESL/composition teaching essential. Excellent salary, benefits.

New York, NY 10013

NEW YORK, NY 10013

The City University of New York

English

BROOKLYN, NY

500 Grand Concourse

Seeking, subject to final approval of funding for 1988-89, tenure-
track and temporary (for replacement of a Faculty member on
sabbatical) position in TESOL, regular English Composition, Bilingual
Education (English-Spanish) and especially developmental teaching.
Earned doctorate required for tenure-track Assistant Professors.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

Dr. Roman Willey, Chairman

Chair, Department of English

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical U

Humanities & Social Sciences—Dayton Beach Fl 32104

Ph.D., ESL or related field. Background in college-level writing /
required; literature, technical writing or reading desirable.
Tenure-track. Duties include teaching, placement, coordination
of foreign students in courses from advanced ESL reading/writing to
technical report. Send letter and vita to Dr. Elton G. Miller,
Chair, Humanities and Social Sciences.
Deadline 1 March 88.

U of Toledo

English

Toledo OH 43606

006

Funded Position: ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE; one year appointment
(possibility of three years) NON-TERMO TRACK POSITION, Ph.D. required.
Must be able to teach, supervise and teach courses in English as a
Second Language as well as composition to native speakers. Salary
Contact Dr. David G. Hooch, Chair. Eq/AE employer. 10/19/87

U of Illinois

English Language Inst

Ann Arbor MI 48109

1000

Tenure-track Assistant Professorship requested. Ph.D. preferred.
Preferred areas of specialization: cross-cultural pragmatics, ESL
reading and writing. ESL Teaching. Likely to be a joint
appointment between EIL and Program in Linguistics; hence EAP
students and linguistic data. Please send letter of application
and/or vita as soon as possible. Mention name of Professor and
School. Assistant Professorship, U of IL, Ann Arbor.

U of Michigan

English Language Inst

Ann Arbor MI 48109

1000

Tenure-track Assistant Professorship requested. Ph.D. required.
Preferred areas of specialization: cross-cultural pragmatics, ESL
reading and writing. ESL Teaching. Likely to be a joint
appointment between EIL and Program in Linguistics; hence EAP
students and linguistic data. Please send letter of application
and/or vita as soon as possible. Mention name of Professor and
School. Assistant Professorship, U of IL, Ann Arbor.

Eastern Michigan U

CA 48107

F Assistant Professor of English TESOL. Anticipated opening for
1063

tenure-track appointment beginning September 1988 to teach under-
graduate ESL and graduate TESOL courses. Ph.D. with concentration
in TESOL/second language acquisition. Experience in teaching
methodology, second language acquisition, ESL grammar and phonology
and student teacher supervision and evaluation.
10/12/87

Jean S. Bidwell, Head

U of Illinois

Foreign Language Buildings

Urbana, Il 61801

Assistant Professor of Russian. Teaching English as a
Second Language. Position is tenured term position renewable.
Beginning July 1, 1988 and as soon as possible thereafter.
Ph.D. is required. Position is open to any area of specialization.
Preferred areas of specialization: Cross-cultural communication,
cross-cultural education. Familiarity with HEFLIN is an asset.
Review of applications begins December 1, 1987 and will continue
until position is filled. Submit curriculum vitae, three letters of
recommendation, copies of publications and/or papers and a
description of the candidate's research interests. A paper list
is available on request.

U of Illinois

Foreign Language Buildings

Urbana, Il 61801

Assistant Professor of Japanese. Teaching English as a
Second Language. Position is tenured term position renewable.
Beginning July 1, 1988 and as soon as possible thereafter.
Ph.D. is required. Position is open to any area of specialization.
Preferred areas of specialization: Cross-cultural communication,
cross-cultural education. Familiarity with HEFLIN is an asset.
Review of applications begins December 1, 1987 and will continue
until position is filled. Submit curriculum vitae, three letters of
recommendation, copies of publications and/or papers and a
description of the candidate's research interests. A paper list
is available on request.

U of Illinois

Foreign Language Buildings

Urbana, Il 61801

Assistant Professor of Chinese. Teaching English as a
Second Language. Position is tenured term position renewable.
Beginning July 1, 1988 and as soon as possible thereafter.
Ph.D. is required. Position is open to any area of specialization.
Preferred areas of specialization: Cross-cultural communication,
cross-cultural education. Familiarity with HEFLIN is an asset.
Review of applications begins December 1, 1987 and will continue
until position is filled. Submit curriculum vitae, three letters of
recommendation, copies of publications and/or papers and a
description of the candidate's research interests. A paper list
is available on request.

For additional information on English as a Second Language, see
the following entry in the main body of the List:

POLYTECHNIC U

NY 11735
Classics

Le Moyne C
For Langes & Lit Syracuse NY 13214
F Classics 1988-89 in college with Jesuit tradition. 393
Tenure-track teacher of Latin (all levels), Classical Literature in translation, Classical Civilization. Ph.D. in Classics and ability to teach Greek required. Send curricular vita and dossier with stamped, addressed card for acknowledgment to R.A. Wiley, FL Chair, Le Moyne College, Syracuse, N.Y. 13214. AAEO Employer.

Millerville U
For Langes Millerville PA 17551
F Latin Summer School position: Rank of Assistant Professor; Ph.D. 400 or ABD required, to teach Roman Drama and/or one of the following courses: Horace, poems and metrics, letters of Cicero and Pliny or Latin historical morphology and syntax. Graduate School, June 19 to July 23, 1988. Send résumé, transcripts and 3 letters of reference to Dr. Fred E. Oppenheimer, Chairman, Dept. of Foreign Languages, Miller College University, Millerville, PA 17551.

Georgetown U
Classics Washington DC 20057
F The sabbatical replacement position for Spring 1988 has been filled. Edward W. Bodnar, S.J. Chairman

Oberlin C
Classics Oberlin OH 44074
F Hiring plans for 1988-89 uncertain. There may be a replacement position for one year. Resumes from applicants qualified to teach undergraduate courses in Greek, Latin, and Classical Civilization will be kept on file. N.A. Greengard 12/19/87

Lawrence U
PO Box 699
Classics Appleton WI 54912
F Joint appointment in Latin and Spanish: asst. prof., 3-year renewable tenure-track contract, competitive salary. Fall 1988. UD is an EOE, and area of specialization is open, but candidate must be able to teach both languages well. Please send letter of application and dossier with CV and 3 letters of recommendation by Dec. 1 to: Daniel J. Taylor, Chair, Dept. of Classics, Lawrence Univ., Appleton, WI 54912 12/87

RIPON C
Classics RIPON WI 54971
F New position. Tenure track. Endowed Chair in Classical Studies. Requirements: earned doctorate, established excellence in teaching, demonstrated mastery of the field. Send letter of application, curriculum vita, and the names of three references by January 15, 1988, to Douglas A. Norcross, Dean of Faculty, Ripon College, P. O. Box 248, Ripon, WI. AA/EO employer.

U of Illinois
707 S Mathews
Classics Urbana IL 61801
F Assistant Professor of Classics. Tenure track, Aug. 88. Ph.D. preferred. Minimum $26,000 for entry-level. Specialization: open within Greek & Latin literature. Requires evidence of successful teaching, capacity for original research. Applications & dossiers must be received by Dec. 10/87. Send to Prof. D.T. Bright, Chair, University of Illinois is an AA/EO Employer.

LOTULA U
GREEK & LATIN NEW ORLEANS LA 70118
F Asst. Prof., Greek & Latin, tenure track, Aug. ‘88. Applicant must have Ph.D. in hand and be prepared to teach Latin and Greek, Ph.D. required. Resumes will be kept on file. Please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope for acknowledgement. Richard Cutter, chair 1/10/87

Saylor U
Classics Waco TX 76708
F Hiring plans for 1987-88 uncertain. We will, however, accept resumes from applicants interested in full time positions and qualified to teach Latin and Greek. Ph.D. required. Resumes will be kept on file. Please send letter of interest and CV to: Rev. William H. Bienvenu, S.J. Box 104, AA/EO.

U of Texas at Austin
Classics Austin TX 78712
10/9/87
2 Vacancies: (1) Asst. Prof., Tenure Track, Ancient Philosophy: (2) Asst. Prof., Tenure Track, preferred specialization is any of the following: Roman prose authors, Greek tragedy, lyric poetry, linguistics, or papyrology. Appointments will begin with 1988/89 academic year. Ph.D. required. Strong emphasis on research and publication and on effective teaching beyond specialty. Send letter by 12/1/87 to Prof. Karl Gallaway at the address above. UT Austin is an EEO/AA employer.

U of California, San Diego
Literature La Jolla, CA 92093*
F Please see the October issue for an opening in Classics.

For additional information on Classics, see the following entries in the main body of the list:
U of Colorado CO 80023
CENTENARY LA 71134
U of Missouri MO 65121
SW Missouri SU MO 65804

Middle Eastern & Asian Languages

Wellersley C / Japanese Program / Wellersley MA 02181
Full-time position in Japanese, starting Fall 1988. Candidate must have native level fluency and several years experience teaching Japanese in an American college or university. Ph.D. and ABD preferred but will consider an M.A. with teaching experience. Applicant will be expected to participate in a developing language program based on the new Jordan texts and system of language teaching. Primary duties will be the teaching of elementary and intermediate Japanese. Contingent on funding. Send letter of application, vita, and three letters of reference by January 15, 1988, to Carolyn Nortley, Search Committee/Wellersley College 02181

Colby C.
Mod For Lang Waterville ME 04901
F / AA/EO. Specifically encourages women & minorities 155
Instructor/Assistant Professor of Chinese: One-year replacement position in Chinese language and literature, beginning Sept. 1988. Ph.D. desirable, native or near-native fluency in spoken and written Chinese required as well as demonstrated superior teaching skills. Send letter of interest, CV and complete dossier by December 10 to Professor Jean Bundy, Chair.

Middlebury C
Lang Sch Middlebury VT 05753
F October 13, 1987 160
Director, Middlebury College Japanese School (summer). Effective 9/1/88. Tenure-level credentials. Extensive language teaching experience preferred, demonstrated scholarly and administrative ability. CV’s with references by December 1, 1987 to search chair, EE EOE Edward C. Knox, Director of the Language Schools.
Connecticut C
CHINESE NEW LONDON CT 06320

Please see October JIL for available position.

Connecticut C
Box 1554
JAPANESE NEW LONDON CT 06320*

Expect to make a regular entry level, renewable app. in Japanese lang. and lit. or linguistics, contingent on funding, beginning late August 1988. Ph.D. preferred, but an M.A. with strong background in teaching Japanese is also welcome to apply. Principal duties will include teaching Japanese at the intermediate and advanced levels, and one course in the individual’s specialized area. Sal. competitive. Please send vita and reference letters by 15 Feb, 188 to Hane Tetsu Honda, Box 1554. AA/EOE. Women & minorities encouraged.

Rutgers U
CHINESE, COMP LIT, & SLAVIC LANGS NEW BRUNSWICK NJ 08903F

A tenure-track post in Japanese has been authorized. Details regarding responsibilities and qualifications for the post will be forthcoming. Those who are interested can write to the Chair, Search Committee.

Colgate U
Russian & East Asian Lang & Lit Hamilton NY 13346

F
Assistant Professor of Japanese Language and Literature, Tenure track, Fall 1988. Ph.D. native or near-native fluency in Japanese and English required. Experience preferred. Courses include lang. all levels, lit. in translation, gen. intro. to Japan. Lead study group to Kyoto in rotation with current staff. All applications will be acknowledged. Letter, c.v., and dossier by Nov. 30 to Gloria M. Acting Chairman. AA/EOE employer

U of Pittsburgh
East Asian Lang & Lit Pittsburgh PA 15260

F
Two openings for Fall 1988. Japanese language and literature and Chinese Pedagogy and Linguistics. Assistant Professor level, Ph.D. required with emphasis on pedagogy and sociolinguistics and ability to teach basic language courses (Chinese advanced level language courses) Send CV, transcript and tape of 30-min conversation. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer David O. Mills, Chair

U of Virginia
302 Cobell Mall
Oriental Langs Div Charlottesville VA 22903

F

U of Pennsylvania
Oriental Studies PHILADELPHIA PA 19104

Tenure-track post in Chinese culture. Ass’t Prof., Ph.D. in hand; specialization in lit., philosophy, religion, or some combination. Prepared to teach courses in classical and modern Chinese lang., and should be able to advise grad. students in the relevant Chinese and secondary lit. Specialists in all periods of Chinese culture preferred, but preference to those whose primary research interests are on the later Empire (Xung through Ch’ing). Deadline: 15 Jan., 188. Dossiers to: Prof. William L. Hanaway, Jr., Gm., AA/EOE.

U of the Pacific
236 Bull Hall
Stockton CA 95211

Chinese: Seek tenure-track Assistant Professor of Chinese Language/culture/literature, starting Fall 1988. Ph.D. or advanced ABD with native or near-native fluency, strong commitment to language teaching. Send dossier to Barbara Bayles, Chair, Modern Language & Literature Dept., University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211, before January 15, 1988. AA/EOE

Temple University
Critical Languages Center

JAPANESE language, applied/pedagogical linguist, with Ph.D. completed no later than Sept. 1988. Tenure-track position at rank of Assistant Professor and salary commensurate with qualifications. The Japanese language program was established in 1975, and is now resident in approx. 50 students at introductory and intermediate levels. Temple is the only American university with a campus in Japan (Tokyo), and the successful applicant will have responsibility for supervision of Japanese instruction at Temple’s Main Campus. Deadline: Dr. John S. Meese, 022-20

U.S. Naval Academy
Department of Foreign Languages

ANNApOLIS MD 21402-5030

F
Prospective tenure-track position as assistant professor of Japanese, beginning Fall 1988. Criteria: Ph.D. US citizen, native fluency, dynamic teacher of undergraduate language courses with emphasis on spoken language; scholarly promise. Send resume in Japanese (we teach Chinese, Russian, German, Spanish, French). Send resume to: Prof. Michael C. Kaltwasser, Chair, AA/EOE. Competitive salary, attractive teaching environment.

Furman U
The Classics & Mod Langs
Greenville SC 29613

F
CHINESE: Tenure-track position at the entry level. Candidate must be qualified to teach courses in elementary and intermediate language, literature in translation, and in one additional area central to the development of an Asian Studies major (art, art history, philosophy, history, etc.). Minimum qualifications: native or near-native fluency in Mandarin Chinese and English; commitment to undergraduate education; Ph.D. preferred. Interviews possible at MLA Convention (Dec. 27-30, San Francisco) and the Association for Asian Studies meeting (Mar. 25-27, San Francisco). Letters of application, complete dossiers, and transcripts should be on file by Dec. 5, 1987. All applications acknowledged. C. Kerrie Cherry, Chair

Emory University
Modern Languages and Literatures
Atlanta GA 30322

Assistant Professor of Hebrew. Tenure track, beginning Fall 1988. Ph.D. native fluency, experience in language teaching, interest in literature, and interest in strengthening the Hebrew program required. Interests in Comparative Literature or Comparative Semitic desirable. Send CV and three letters of recommendation to Prof. Oded Borowski. Applications must be received by December 15. All applications acknowledged. Emory University is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. James V. McMahon, Chair

October 23, 1987

U of Florida
404 Grierson Hall
African & Asian Languages & Lit
Gainesville FL 32611

F

Ohio State U
1841 millikin Rd
Judaic & Near Eastern Lang Clit
Columbus OH 43210

F
Assistant Professor of Persian. Tenure track, Sept. 1986. Ph.D. required by Aug 95. Significant research & publication is expected. Primary interest in Persian lang. and literature; teaching responsibilities, undergraduate and graduate courses in Persian; coordinating elementary & intermediate lang. instruction. Salary range: $27,000-30,000. Send application, CV, 3 ltrs. of reference to Chair, Persian Studies Committee, 3481ил Dec. 29 Dec. 1986. Millikin Rd., The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210-1229 by January 4, 1986. OSU is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity institution.

U of Wisconsin-Madison
1150 University Ave
Madison WI 53706

F
The Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of Southern California seeks a tenurable scholar, qualified to serve as an Assistant Chair, with high national and international visibility in studies of Japanese literature. Direct inquiries to Chair, Search Committee, Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures, 1612 University Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0357. USC is an Equal Opportunity, Affirmative Action Employer.

San Diego State University
Chemical & Oriental Languages & Literature
2151 Eastlake Avenue, San Diego, CA 92122

P

Professor, tenure-track, August 1988, assistant professor of Japanese. Ph.D. required, salary range $23,000 to $35,676. Preference for specialist in Japanese literature. Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

California State University, Northridge
21021neutralnames

Chair, Search Committee, Department of Japanese

Deadline January 15, 1988

Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

U of California

2223 Fulton St

Chair, Search Committee, Department of Japanese

Deadline January 15, 1988

Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

U of California

2223 Fulton St

Chair, Search Committee, Department of Japanese

Deadline January 15, 1988

Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

U of California, Davis

Chair, Search Committee, Department of Japanese

Deadline January 15, 1988

Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

U of Hawaii at Mānoa

Chair, Search Committee, Department of Japanese

Deadline January 15, 1988

Send applications to C. D. Hamblin, Chair, Department of Asian Languages & Cultures, 4206 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92182.

Arizona State University invites applications for a tenure-track position in the Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations. The position is open at the Assistant Professor level. Applicants should have expertise in one or more of the following areas: Modern Chinese, Japanese, Korean, or Sino-Japanese. The position will require teaching undergraduate courses in Chinese, Japanese, or Korean. The successful candidate will have a Ph.D. in East Asian languages and literatures. Preference will be given to candidates who can teach on one or more of the following languages: Chinese, Japanese, or Korean. Applications are encouraged from all qualified candidates, including women and minorities. Application materials should include a curriculum vitae, a statement of teaching and research interests, and three letters of recommendation. The closing date for applications is January 15, 1988. For more information, contact: Chair, Search Committee, Department of East Asian Languages and Civilizations, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287. For additional information on other positions, including the location of each, please refer to the listing in the main body of the text: California State University, Northridge, 21021 Eastlake Avenue, San Diego, CA 92122. U of California, Davis, 2223 Fulton St, Berkeley, CA 94720. U of Hawaii at Mānoa, 1680 East-West Road, Honolulu, HI 96822. U of Wisconsin at Madison 1530 N. Marquette Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53233.
Additional Entries

BUCK LANGUAGE SERVICES 356 W. 23rd St. New York, NY 10011

Immediate part-time teaching positions in Central New Jersey area. Near native proficiency required. Advanced degree in a language or foreign language education, experience in teaching methodology and business and industry preferred. Address resume and statement of interest to Dr. Kathryn Buck.

COLUMBIA U 1161 Amsterdam Ave., NY, 10027


LEHMAN C—CUNY 5 DIVISION OF ARTS & HUMANITIES, NEW YORK, NY 10468

Dean of Arts & Humanities. Qualifications: Earned doctorate; strong scholarship & teaching; record of administrative leadership in liberal arts colleges. Oversees 11 academic depts. with undergraduate & graduate students. Salary: $74,200—$92,500. Send CV & names of 5 references preferably by 12/1/87 to: Melvyn Bachman, Provost, Lehman C., Bedford Park Blvd, N.Y., Bronx, NY 10468. AA/EEO

BOSTON U/718 Commonwealth Ave/BOSTON MA 02215

Chairman, Dept. of Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures

We seek distinguished scholar with administrative experience and excellence in teaching. Area of expertise open. Offerings include Romance, Germanic, Slavic, Middle Eastern, and Asian languages, literatures, and linguistics; graduate programs in French, Spanish, and Italian. Send letter and CV by Dec. 15 to C. Sedler, Chair of Search Committee.

Syracuse U 316 B S Crouse FOREIGN LANGUAGES & LIT SYRACUSE NY 13244

Chair of large, complex, dept., incl. moderns for lang & lit, classics, & ling. Ph.D. req'd as well as distinction as a scholar & teacher. Primary field may be Classics, languages, or ling. Demonstrates leadership ability & relevant admin. exp. req'd. Converts w/modern trends in IL instruction, lit. studies & grad. programs. Will have opportunity to make several appointments over next few years. Deadline: 1/31/88. Candidates should send complete dossier w/letters of rec. to: Chair, Search Committee, Dept. of Pl. & L. St. & Modern Languages, Syracuse U. 2, 11/2/87, one-year asst. to Asst. Prof., fall '88. Should be prepared to teach both Classical and at all undergrad levels, and a large core course in ancient lit. in translation. Send CV & letters of rec. by Dec. 15. AA/EEO

SUNY at Buffalo 605 Bailey Hall Linguistics Buffalo, NY 14260


CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, NY 14853

MELLON POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS Two-year postdoctoral teaching-research fellowships at $21,500 per year will be awarded for the period beginning September 1988. February 15, 1988, application deadline. Applications accepted in specified areas of the humanities in Classics (Roman art, architecture, and archaeology), English (Creative writing; American literature; nineteenth century British fiction; Old Norse; folklore), Modern Languages and Linguistics (sociolinguistics, Romance languages, comparative literature), Women's Studies (European women's history; popular culture studies), Interdisciplinary Studies (Popular culture; 19th century, Islamic, African cultures). Eligible candidates (U.S., Canadian citizens or permanent residents) must have completed requirements for the Ph.D. degree within the last five years. For application information: Anna Gieske, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowships, Cornell University, A. B. White House, Ithaca, New York 14853-1101.

Buck Language Services 356 W. 23rd St. New York, NY 10011

Job Clinic at San Francisco Convention

Another in the successful series of job clinics for MLA members is an annual convention aimed at providing employment opportunities outside the academy will be held at the 1987 MLA convention in San Francisco. The convention will be formulate at the Hyatt Regency and nearby (San Francisco) will host the convention.)

Participants' interviews with the clinics have been submitted. You participate in the clinics are: "Here's your chance to have a representative from a prominent academic employer in the field offer to discuss your qualifications and possibly arrange for a job interview." There will be a special session dedicated to the field of graduate student services.

The last job fair will be held at a Dana on Saturday, December 26, 1987, that will be retained with other convention events. Individual housing arrangements, making possible a full-time presence at the job fair, are available.

Job Clinic organizers are also planning to discuss the field of graduate student services.

The date will be at 4 p.m. on Sunday, December 24, 1987. Those interested in participating or in attending the job fair should write for further details to the MLA's Job Placement Service.

The Northeast Modern Language Association will be operating a Job Placement and Counseling Service for persons attending its annual convention in Providence, Rhode Island, on March 24-26, 1988. Departments with vacancies are encouraged to use this opportunity for interviewing candidates. Information concerning positions and resumes of candidates should be sent to: Dr. Lawrence M. Washington, NEMLA Placement Director, R.B. 1, Middlebury, VT 05753.

Boston U/718 Commonwealth Ave, Boston MA 02215

Chairman, Dept. of Modern Foreign Languages and Literatures

We seek distinguished scholar with administrative experience and excellence in teaching. Area of expertise open. Offerings include Romance, Germanic, Slavic, Middle Eastern, and Asian languages, literatures, and linguistics; graduate programs in French, Spanish, and Italian. Send letter and CV by Dec. 15 to C. Sedler, Chair of Search Committee.

St. Anselm C

Assistant Professor of Spanish, possible tenure track. Beginning Fall 1987. Ph. D. required. Specialization in Peninsular literature preferred. Include post card for acknowledgment of application. Send dossier to: John C. Dempsey, Chairman.

NELSON U CENTER FOR THE HUMANITIES

Seek Linguist competent in Romance and/or Germanic; must be able to do contrastive linguistics on the staff of the leader in machine translation. The most interesting work in industry or for a large firm. Send resume and call: Mary Arthur. (212) 396-8710, EO (M/F).

Rutgers U Div. of Personnel Services New Brunswick NJ 08903

Microcomputer Analyst

Provides microcomputing training & support for administrative microcomputing in a large university college. Develops plans, implements, & implements, evaluates, new software packages, as advisor to business mgrs. Keeps strength degree or equity work exp., plus approx. 2 yrs. experience w/microcomputers & networking technology. Also req'd demonstrates knowledge of MS-DOS systems & apps. Salary: $26,500 + benefits incl. tuition remission for employees & children. Resume w/ ref. #16 to address above. Must verify employment eligibility.

Columbia U

1161 Amsterdam Ave., NY, 10027


Syracuse U 316 B S Crouse

Foreign Languages & LIT Syracuse NY 13244

Chair of large, complex, dept., incl. moderns for lang & lit, classics, & ling. Ph.D. req'd as well as distinction as a scholar & teacher. Primary field may be Classics, languages, or ling. Demonstrates leadership ability & relevant admin. exp. req'd. Converts w/modern trends in IL instruction, lit. studies & grad. programs. Will have opportunity to make several appointments over next few years. Deadline: 1/31/88. Candidates should send complete dossier w/letters of rec. to: Chair, Search Committee, Dept. of Pl. & L. St. & Modern Languages, Syracuse U. 2, 11/2/87, one-year asst. to Asst. Prof., fall '88. Should be prepared to teach both Classical and at all undergrad levels, and a large core course in ancient lit. in translation. Send CV & letters of rec. by Dec. 15. AA/EEO

SUNY at Buffalo 605 Bailey Hall

Linguistics Buffalo, NY 14260


Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowships

Two-year postdoctoral teaching-research fellowships at $21,500 per year will be awarded for the period beginning September 1988. February 15, 1988, application deadline. Applications accepted in specified areas of the humanities in Classics (Roman art, architecture, and archaeology), English (Creative writing; American literature; nineteenth century British fiction; Old Norse; folklore), Modern Languages and Linguistics (sociolinguistics, Romance languages, comparative literature), Women's Studies (European women's history; popular culture studies), Interdisciplinary Studies (Popular culture; 19th century, Islamic, African cultures). Eligible candidates (U.S., Canadian citizens or permanent residents) must have completed requirements for the Ph.D. degree within the last five years. For application information: Anna Gieske, Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowships, Cornell University, A. B. White House, Ithaca, New York 14853-1101.

U of Pittsburgh

Slavic Languages & Lit Pittsburgh PA 15260

We accept to fill two positions, both junior-level (1988, Fall) 451

1. 19th century novel, criticism, society, intellectual history.
2. Russian descriptive and Slavic comparative and historical linguistics.

Both positions require Ph.D., teaching experience, publications, fluent Russian. — Oscar E. Shaw, Chairman 10-30-87 AA/EEO.
Elizabethown C

Mod Lang. Elizabethtown PA 17022


Look Haven U

Look Haven PA 17745

F Assistant Professor of Spanish. Tenure track. Fall 88; S95 pending budgetary approval. Native or near-native fluency in Spanish and English. Background in second foreign language desirable. Strong commitment to language instruction; demonstrable teaching excellence. Latin American specialization. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Send letter and vita to Robert L. Hulsen, Chair.

Ducknell U

Languages, Literatures, Linguistics Lewisburg PA 17837

F Full-time non-tenure-track academic support position for a language 431 teaching specialist. Two-year renewable contract. M.A. or Ph.D. in French. Oral proficiency rating of "proficient" record of excellence and teaching excellence. Responsibilities include teaching, advising, and tutoring. Send letter and vita to Mariana M. Archambault, Chair, on or before March 1, 1988.

U of Pennsylvania

720 Williams Hall
Classical Studies Philadelphia PA 19104/6305

F The Department anticipates authorization for one or more assistant, 4466 faculty for July 1, 1987. Rank open. Candidates with specialization in Greek literature (including the Hellenistic period), and/or Latin literature and/or Greek and Roman History are invited to apply. Application deadline: 12/1/87. Send dossier to: Dr. Georg Knauss, Chairman, Dept. of Classical Studies, 208 Prop. Hall, U of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia PA 19104/6305. AA/EEO.

U of Maryland

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND THEATER COLLEGE PARK MD 20742

The University of Maryland at College Park seeks a teacher of theater history and a tenure-track position at the rank of associate or full professor. Ph.D. required and record of success in teaching and program development. May include courses in performance, directing and/or costume design. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Send letter and vita to Dr. Peter K. Smith, Chair, Search Committee, EOE.

Loyola C

4501 N Charles
For Langs. & Lit Baltimore MD 21210

F Two full-time tenure track positions: one for assistant professor-4259 in French and one for assistant professor in Spanish. Ph.D. in hand, native or near-native fluency, with the ability to teach another language, commitment to language teaching, pedagogical orientation. Application deadline 12/15/87. Send letter of application, c.v., and 3 references to: Dr. Robert Neumann, Chair, Search Committee, EOE.

La Grange C

601 Broad St
For Langs. & Lit La Grange GA 30240

Assistant Professor, Spanish Language and Literature. Application is invited for a position beginning Fall 1987. A Ph.D. is required. Applicants should have a minor field of study in Spanish and be able to teach in Spanish and in French. Send a letter of application, resume, and names and addresses of three references by January 31, 1988 to Dr. Frank A. James, Dean of the College, EOE.

Auburn U

8030 Haley
For Langs. Auburn University AL 36849

F Asst. Prof. of Italian. Tenure track, beginning Sept. 15, 1987. S52 faculty rank. BA or MA in hand; experience in 2nd yr. language courses; experience at 2nd yr. level highly desirable. Native or near-native fluency essential. Willingness to help build Italian program. Send complete dossier, with 3 letters of recommendation to: Dr. Donald C. Buck, Acting Head, by Monday, Dec. 15, 1987. AA/EOE. Minorities and women encouraged to apply.

James Madison U

For Langs. & Lit. Harrisonburg VA 22807

F Possible opening. Assistant Prof. of German. Fall 1988. One year 647 renewable. Proven excellence in teaching. Native or near-native fluency. To teach language, civilization at all levels. Literate and civilizing. Ability to teach Business German or second language a plus. Must have Ph.D. by time of appointment. Application, complete dossier including 3 letters of recommendation by 1/1/88 to Donald E. Corbin, Head, 10/28/87. EOE/AA.

Possible opening. Assistant Prof. of French. Fall 1988. One year renewable. Proven excellence in teaching. Native or near-native fluency. To teach language, civilization at all levels. Ability to teach Business French, file course or second language an advantage. Must have Ph.D. by time of appointment. Application, complete dossier including 3 letters of recommendation by 1/1/88 to Donald E. Corbin, Head, 10/28/87. EOE/AA.

Possible opening. Assistant Prof. of Spanish. Fall 1988. One year renewable. Proven excellence in teaching. Native or near-native fluency. To teach language, civilization at all levels. Ability to teach Business Spanish, file course or second language an advantage. Must have Ph.D. by time of appointment. Application, complete dossier including 3 letters of recommendation by 1/1/88 to Donald E. Corbin, Head, 10/28/87. EOE/AA.

U of Southern Mississippi

Foreign Languages Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5038

Chair, rank Associate or Full Professor, area Latin American. Pending budgetary approval. Native or near-native fluency required. Proven excellence in teaching and program development. Send letter and vita to Dr. E. Cowman, Chair, Department of Foreign Languages, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5038.

Northern Kentucky University

Lit & Lang Highland Heights, KY 41076

The application deadline for our two assistant professor positions is December 1. See October JIL for details. Any extension of the deadline will be announced in subsequent issues of the JIL.

U of Michigan

ROMANE LANGUAGES ANN AEBER MI 48109

F Assistant/Associate Professor of Latin, tenure track. 2. Assistant/Associate Prof. of Latin, tenure track. A Ph.D. in Latin is required. Applicants should have a reading knowledge of Latin and a strong background in Latin literature and language. Applicants should have a strong commitment to scholarly publication. Send a letter of application and vita with 3 letters of reference to: Dr. John M. Foley, Chair, Search Committee, EOE.

MIDDLE TENNESSEE SU

Box 79, Murfreesboro, TN 37132

Assistant Professor of French. Tenure Track. Ph.D. preferred. To teach 19th & 20th C. Lit. and all levels of language classes. Native or near-native fluency required. Commitment to excellence in teaching essential. Women & minorities are encouraged to apply. Closing date: 1/15/88. Send resume to: Dr. Horace Edens, Chair, Dept. of Langs., Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN 37132, EOE/AA/EOE.

Rhodes C

For Langs. Memphis TN 38112

ARABIC: Full-time position with renewable contract, not over renewable. Ph.D. required. Opportunity to expand existing Arabic program in a public liberal arts college. Required: Ph.D. in teaching Arabic in translation and/or courses in Islamic religion and culture. Application, including vita and 3 references, should be sent as soon as possible to Dr. Horace edens, Chair, Dept. of Lang. Rhodes College, Memphis TN 38112, EOE/AA/EOE.

Rhodes C

For Langs. Memphis TN 38112

SPANISH: The previously advertised position in Spanish did not materialize.

U of Michigan

ROMANIC LANGUAGES ANN AEBER MI 48109

F Assistant Professor of French, tenure track. A Ph.D. in hand, native or near-native fluency in French. Ability to teach all levels of undergraduate program. Interest in interdisciplinary programs, development of medievalist research programs. Some administrative experience desirable. Salary competitive. Send letter of application and vita by Dec. 1 to: Dr. Editha Neumann, Chair of Search Committee, EOE.

U of Minnesota

For Langs. & Lit. Minneapolis MN 55455

Assistant Professor of French, tenure track. A Ph.D. in hand required. Ability to teach all levels of undergraduate program. Interest in interdisciplinary programs, development of medievalist research programs. Some administrative experience desirable. Salary competitive. Send letter of application and vita by Dec. 1 to: Dr. Editha Neumann, Chair of Search Committee, EOE.
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still accepting applications for a one-year term appointment, renewable to a maximum of 3 years. At the MLA Convention we will interview candidates whose vita we have received. AA/EOE. We are particularly interested in receiving applications from women and minority candidates.

Emil E. Sattler, Chairperson

U of Michigan 10/27/87 1071
For Langs Flint MI 48302 Assistant Professor, tenure-track, beginning Fall 1988 to teach French language and literature at all levels and beginning Spanish language classes. Native or near-native proficiency in French and good speaking skills in Spanish required. Ph.D. Genuine commitment to undergraduate teaching and evidence of scholarly potential expected. Send letter of application and vita to Dr. Paul Richards, Foreign Language Department, University of Michigan, Flint, MI 48502-2186 AA/EOE. Minorities and women especially encouraged to apply.

U OF MONTANA
FOREIGN LANGUAGES & LITERATURES MISSOULA, MT 59812
Tenure-track, full-time Asst. Prof. of Japanese to begin Sept., 1988. The successful applicant will be responsible for establishing and building a program in Japanese language & culture in conjunction with the newly funded Japanese & Korean Studies Program. Ph.D. & documented success in beginning language instruction preferred. Native or near-native fluency. Possibility of full-time SA work. Application and 3 letters of recommendation due by 12/1/87 to Dr. Dennis McCormick, Chairman. AA/EOE

NEBRASKA LIBRARY 60 N Walton Street HUMANITIES FELLOWSHIPS CHICAGO IL 60610 Applications invited for resident fellowships in the humanities for 1988-89. All applicants are considered. Fellows live in the city. Professional or advanced graduate study. Academic year in residence. Allowance for living expenses and health insurance. Salary $12,000. Deadlines: 1/16.

TRAINING INSTRUCTOR The Great Books Foundation, a nonprofit educational organization, seeks applicants to train teachers and volunteers to conduct literature-based reading and discussion program, Master's degree and strong liberal education required. Extensive travel throughout the United States. Salary commensurate with background and experience. Send full resume and cover letter, Must locate in Chicago. No phone inquiries. Write: Training Director, The Great Books Foundation, 40 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Central Missouri SU 236 C Martin Bldg MIND LAWS WARRENVILLE MO 64003 F German/Spanish, Ph.D. required. Assistant Professor or Instructor. Tenure-track. Native or near-native skills. Prior teaching experience necessary. Primary responsibility elementary German language, intermediate composition and conversation. Strong background in Spanish with ability to teach elementary and intermediate courses. 12 hour teaching load. Interest in study abroad, language lab, language club, and CALL a plus. Possibility of interviews at MLA. See February Job List. Salary $12,000 to $16,000. Applications to be submitted to: Professor Kenneth J. Gordon, Chair, Foreign Languages Department, Central Missouri State University, Warrening, MO 64003.

DEFENSE LANGUAGE INSTITUTE FOREIGN LANGUAGE CENTER PRESIDIO OF MONTEREY, CA 93944-5006 Chairperson-Czech Dept., DLIFC. Temporary position not to exceed 1 yr. Duties: to provide expertise in Czech language, culture, history, politics, & geography; recommend changes in academic & non-academic policies & procedures; participate in policy making committees; teach all phases of the program; supervise 3 or more personnel. Qualifications: min. BA plus three yrs teaching/HSL exper. Salary $326,000. Apply to the following address for application procedures: Commander, DLIFC. Attn: APF/CPR, DLIFC. Deadline: 11/30/87

The J. Paul Getty Fellowship in the History of Art and the Humanities:

The University of California at Berkeley encourages applications for its 1988-89 institutional award under the J. Paul Getty Postdoctoral Fellowship program in the History of Art and the Humanities. The campus deadlines are: a letter of interest to be received by September 1, 1988. The J. Paul Getty Fellowship is designed to strengthen the history of the visual arts and other areas of study as defined broadly to include other humanistic studies that draw substantially on the material, methods and/or findings of art history. Applicants to be interviewed must have received their Ph.D. in the period January 1982-January 1988. Apply to: Associate Dean Clara Sue Kidwell Graduate Division 1 California Hall University of California Berkeley, CA 94720

The Population Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin is seeking a candidate for the position of head of the International Census Collection. Monthly base salary: $12,000 or above depending on qualifications. Position available January 1, 1988, and subject to funding renewal: September 1, 1988. Fluency in Spanish and French or Portuguese (BA plus six years related experience, MA plus four, or Ph.D) and proven research and writing capabilities in English required. Preference given to candidates with experience in foreign population censuses; library skills such as acquisitions, descriptive cataloging, bibliography preparation, interlibrary loan and reference methodology, familiarity with microcomputers (text processing, database management). Send letter of application with current vitae and samples of relevant publications by November 30 to: Dr. Donald W. Worzel, Chair, University of Texas at Austin, 1900 Main Building, Austin, TX 78712. THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer.
U of Oregon
Linguistics  Eugene OR 97403
E Assistant or Associate Professor; tenure-track appointment. Specialization in applied linguistics; strength in another area of linguistics helpful. Starting September 1988. Letter, CV, sample publication and 3 letters of reference by Jan. 1, 1988 to Search Committee, Dept. of Linguistics, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403

MUNSTER U
GERMAN/LINGUISTICS
ONTARIO, CANADA L8S 4M2
Tenure-track appointment at the Asst. Prof. level. July, 1988, subject to budgetary approval. Ph.D., with native or near-native fluency in German, demonstrated active interest in research and teaching experience. An interest in computational linguistics or computer-assisted instruction might be an asset. Teach the history of German Language and play an active part in the design and teaching of a new degree program in Modern Language & Linguistics which will begin to admit students in 1988. Salary dependent upon qualifications; min. sal. for Asst. Prof. in 1987-88 is $29,491. Applications, incl. CV & letters by 3 academic refs. should be sent by 1/15/88 to: Prof. J. R. Law enforcement, Chairman, Dept. of Modern Languages, 900 Salerno Halls, Munster Univ., 1280 Main Street, N. 100, MUNSTER.

NATIONAL CHENG CHUNG U
FOREIGN LANGUES TAIWAN, TAIWAN R.O.C.
Two teaching positions available, working in Language Lab; salary paid based on qualifications ranging from US$12,000 to 20,000. Applicants must have Ph. D. degree from the field of Applied Linguistics or English. Mailing address: Dept. of Foreign Languages and Literature, Cheng-king Univ. Taian, Taiwan, R. O. C.

U of the AMERICAS
LANGUAGE DEPT.
A.P. 100, SANTA CATARINA MARTIS 72820 PUEBLA MEXICO
The U of the Americas--Puebla seeks MA's or Ph.D.'s in ESL, Spanish, or a related field for full and part-time positions as well as Chair for Dept. of Languages, August 1988. Salary depends on degree and experience. Interviews will be held at TESOL in Chicago. Submit a letter of interest and vita. Send all correspondence to: Dr. Jacquelyn Hilsen.

AMERICAN U IN CAIRO
666 United Nations Plaza
ENGLISH/LINGUISTICS/TULI
NEW YORK NY 10017
Please see the October issue for available posts. Deadline for applications has been extended to February 28, 1988.

U OF MARYLAND
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
COLLEGE PARK MD 20742*
Lecturers to teach English (especially composition and technical writing) and another discipline on U.S. military bases in Asia and the Pacific. Appointments begin August 1988. Requirements: Ph.D., recent college teaching experience, clear competence to teach in a second discipline, U.S. citizenship. Frequent travel and the cost of schooling make these posts difficult for those with children. Send resume to: Dr. Ralph E. Miller. AA/EOE.

U OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
SCANDINAVIAN STUDIES
1200 LINCOLN DR., MADISON, WI 53706

U OF AUCKLAND
PRIVATE BAG
AUCKLAND NEW ZEALAND*
Senior Lecturership in Italian, Dept. of Romance Languages. Well-qualified applicants may be considered for asst. prof. Advanced acad. qualif. & strong research record in some aspect of it. Lang., lit., or Cultural Studies. Proven admin. ability an advantage. Appointee will be expected to assume Headship of Italian Section. (Head position for day to day admin. of section. Stl. depends on qualif. & exper. Senior Lect: $26,400-01,700 p.a. Assoc. Prof. $25,300-04,900 p.a. Conditions of asst. and Method of applying available from the Assoc. of Commonwealth Univ. (Appts.), 36 Gordon Sq., London WC1H OFF or from the Asst. Registrar, U of Auckland, R. Applications in accordance w/method of application ASAP but not later than closing date: 15 Dec.

LEHMAN C--CUNY
ROMANCE LANGUAGES
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK-
8
Hiring plans for '88-'89 undetermined at this time but position in Spanish anticipated. We would like to establish a file of qualified applicants in the event of a tenure-track opening later in the year. Ph.D., teaching experience, near-native proficiency required. Publication record desired. Rank open. Area of expertise open. Resume will be acknowledged and kept on file. EOE/AAE Chair: R. Bouches.

BELLOIT C
MODERN LANGUAGES
BELLOIT WI 53511
The deadline for the endowed chair in Russian listed in the main body of the JIL is 15 January 1988.